Programming

Chapter
9
Ladder Logic

This chapter identifies and describes the elements of
ladder logic programming. It includes the following
topics:
Network elements
Network scanning
User logic reference numbers
Programming functions
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Programmer

Tape/disc

Features
Programming software is available on tape and disk media for
creating, debugging, and editing user logic programs. Major features
of programmer software are:
The user can create and modify networks:enter, delete, modify, and
move logic elements.
The user can display the application program using ladder logic networks, l/O and register element listingson reference screens.
The Screen displays are on line, showing power flow and dynamic
states of program logic elements.
Search and Trace commands support rapid location within a program of
multiple logic elements referenced to a common element.

Functions
Standard logic elements
Configured Loadable functions
Configured Extended Memory functions
Configured ASCII functions
Reference Display/Write
Search
Trace/Retrace
Enable/Disable
Force ON/OFF
Simple ASCII Message Editor

Operations

l
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CAUTION Always make sure that your 3.7~ lithium battery is
installed and that the polarity is correct. The BATTERY LOW
indicator will be ON if the battery power level is low or if the
polarity is wrong.

Battery Backup
Lithium batteries will support the largest memory (32K), in the worst
case environment, with the worst case memory bit pattern, for at least
nine months without power.
When the battery low light comes on, the batteries have sufficient life
remaining to power the CMOS memory for 14 days.
Battery status is available for programmed use in bit 12 of the 1st
word used by the Get Status block. Shelf life of the battery is five
years. See the figure below for battery replacement procedure.

Nominal voltage for a 3.7~ lithium battery = 3v.

Figure 9-l

Battery Check/Replacement

After the controller has been configured, traffic copped, and programmed, only remove or replace the batteries when the controller is
ON. Removing the battery(s) when power is OFF may result in the controllers programming being lost.

SLOT MOUNT CONTROLLERS

CHASSIS MOUNT CONTROLLERS

. BATTERY
COMPARTMENT
WITH COVER
REMOVED
BATTERY

8929-984X
l

BATTERY MOUNTS
BEHIND FRONT COVER
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Pre-Programming

Information

Overview
P190 must be attached to the 984
984 configured to present application
Program tape loaded in the P190
Programming is in ladder logic
Any one of the 70 element positions is called a node
Power cannot flow from right to left
Coils are automatically flushed right
Scan begins at network one and solves each column from top to
bottom moving left to right
Information is available in order of solve

984 Set Up
User programs for the 984 PC are listed and described in Chapter 7.
The following procedure must be followed to enter a program:
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Step 1

The 984 PC must be configured to the user’s specifications from a
hardware and software perspective

Step 2

Insert the 984 Programmer Tape into the P190 tape drive (front upper
right corner).

Step 3

Press the red INIT and INIT LOCK keys on the P190 panel
simultaneously. When the tape is loaded and rewound, the following
softkeys are displayed.

Step 4

Enter a unit number (controller address) into the AR. The unit number
can be within the range of 1 to 247.

Step 5

Press the ATTACH software label key. The RESET LEVEL display
screen will appear. See Reset Level Display, opposite page.

Step 6

Stop the 984 by pressing the STOP 984 software label key.

PROGRAMMING

Step 7

Press CONFIRM

Step 8

Press the EXIT key followed by the START NEXT key to begin
entering a program.

software label key

The figure below shows the information screen
Reset Level Display
that is displayed whenever the 984 is attached to the P190. Since
the 984 must have been configured in order to attach, element block
size and number of drops has already been specified. A minium of 1
segment per drop is required. If any programming has been done,
network to segment and memory word to segment allocation is shown.
If the 984 has been configured for ASCII, “total message words” and
“highest message used” will also be displayed.
Figure 9-2

Reset Level Display Screen

984 CONFIGURATION

(l&BIT

TOTAL LOGIC WORDS:

COILS:
INPUT

REGS:

LOGIC WORD)
07177

004a

DISCRETE

loo0

HOLDING

INPUTS:

0048

REGS:

1000

SEG

USED

NETWORKS

SEG

USED

NETWORKS

0001

ooo20

OCU1-0004

m2

oo305

ooo54005

RUNNING

984
SET

NETZMXMO

UNIT:001

SEG:Ol

AVAIL:07152

USED:C0025

TRACE:NONE

AR:OOMK)

SEARCH

The software label keys are used to change the 984 PC’s status and
can be reached at any time while programming by pressing the SHIFT
and RESET/EXIT keys simultaneously.
STOP 984 - Stops controller from solving logic.

Requires configuration.

START 984 - Runs internal diagnostics, then starts controller solving
logic. Requires configuration.
CLEAR 984 User Logic - Clears user logic from 984’s
Controller must be stopped and requires confirmation.

memory.
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Reference Numbers
Each element in a network is assigned a five-digit reference number
to identify it. The first digit identifies the type of reference.

OXXXX: Coil or Discrete Output
A discrete (ON/OFF) signal that is controlled by logic.
Can be used to drive an output device through an output module.
Can be used internally to drive one or more contacts in user logic.

1XxXx: Discrete Input
Discrete (ON/OFF) state is controlled by an input module.
Used to drive contacts in user logic.
Can be used repeatedly in user logic.

3XXXX: Input Register
Stores a numerical value as received from an input module from an external source (analog A/D signal, thumbwheel, event counter).
Can store a binary value or a binary coded decimal (BCD) value.

4XXXX: Output Register or Holding Register
Stores a numerical value to send to an output module, for an external
source (analog D/A signal, setpoint value, message display).
Can store a binary value or a binary coded decimal (BCD) value. for
out-put or internal use.

GXXXX: Extended Memory Register
Stores a binary value in the Extended Memory area of the controller.
Accessed by Extended Memory instructionsprogrammed in user logic.
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984 Ladder Logic Elements
Figure 9-3

Ladder Logic Symbols

+

RELAY CONTACTS
1XXXX
-OROXXXX

COILS
OXXXX

REGISTERS

TIMERS/COUNTERS

+

NORMALLY OPEN

+

NORMALLY CLOSED

--_rf-

ON TRANSITION

-_I#+

OFF TRANSITION

--o

NORMAL

-_(L>

LATCHED

30xXx

INPUT DATA

4XXXX

OUTPUT DATA

Tl .O
TO.1

PRESET

T.O1
COUNT UP
ACCUM

CALCULATES

-

COUNT DOWN

VAL 1
ADD
VAL 2

SUBTRACT
MULTIPLY
DIVIDE

RESULT

DATA TRANSFER

TYPICAL DATA TRANSFER
FUNCTION BLOCK
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Network Structure
A network is a set of interconnected logic elements that make up the
user’s application program. Each network has a maximum height of 7
nodes. Each network has a maximum width of 10 nodes, containing
all program elements except coils. The user logic can occupy the
whole network area or just a portion of it. Counters, Timers, the
Status block, and the Skip block consume two nodes. Calculate
blocks and DX function blocks consume three nodes.

Figure 94

Programmable

Control Network Structure
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7
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I

Figure 9-5

Sample Ladder Logic Elements

30100
40101
SUB
40102
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2

3

4

5

6

7

-4
8

9

10

COILS

ANY MIX OF RELAY
CONTACTS, TIMER, COUNTER,
ARITHMETIC, AND FUNCTIONAL
BLOCK ELEMENTS

n

in a Network

0200
UCTR
10033

40005

-

00101
00102

Logic Solving Sequence
The user logic is solved column by column from left to right within
each network. The 984 solves one element at a time, from top to
bottom, left to right. If the 984 is stopped, or loses power in the
middle of a network, the logic solution starts over from the first
network when power is restored to the controller. See figure below.

Figure g-6

Network Solve Sequence

START

i”
NETWORK 1

NETWORK 2

TO NEXT NETWORK
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Element Positional Relationships
During the scan in which input 101 is first noted as being on, two
adds take place. However, 40102 will receive its total before 40101.
Also, coil 00102 will be solved before coil 00101 since it is actually
solved in the column immediately following 40102. This is indicated by
the dotted line connection from ADD Block 40102 to Coil 00102 in the
figure below.

Figure 9-7

Coil Solve Sequence

u
ADD
40101

I

-
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-
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-
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-
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Information

Program Tape Screens
Logic Screen
The figure below shows the screen that appears in
the exit level of the program tape after a segment and a network are
selected.

Figure 9-9

Logic Screen Example

00095

10123

\HH
<+
00032

LOGIC AREA -

REFERENCE
AREA

_

STATUS LINE -

-

-

10025 -OFF

00071 - OFF

10036 - OFF

10122-OFF

00075 - OFF

00035 - OFF

10123 - OFF

00069 - ON DISABLED

00059 - OFF

NET:00023

UNIT:001

SEG:Ol

AVAIL:66555

USED:00329

TAACE:NONE

AR00059

SET
SEARCH

SOFTKEY LABELS

Logic Area - Displays one network at a time
Reference

Area - Displays the status of up to nine discretes or registers

Status line - Displays unit parameters includingthe assembly register

(AR)
Error line - Just above status line (see P190 error messages in appendix)
Soffkey Labels - Define the function of the unlabeled keys located just
below the display of the P190.
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Entering A Program A power rail appears on the left of the P190
screen, the cursor is located at the top left node, and the following
software labels are displayed:

Each software label key, when pressed, brings up another set of
software labels and may add to, or alter, the program. To return to the
original set of software labels, shown above, from any level of
software labels except the PLC status level, press the CHG NODE
(Change Node) key on the P190 panel. See the last page of this
chapter for keyboard Menu Trees.

Cursor The cursor appears on the screen as a white rectangle. In
the figure below, it overlays contacts 10101. Programming action takes
place at the node to which the operator has moved the cursor.
Figure 9-9

Cursor Positioning
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Alternate or Reference Screen
The previous figures show the screen that is displayed whenever you
are viewing the logic screen, press the P190 CHANGE SCREEN key,
and then select the software label key function called “Full Reference”.

Figure 9-10

Alternate/Reference

Screen Example

.

/

I

A

W

EXPANDED REF. AREA

4

V
NET:00007

UNIT:001

SEG:Ol

AVAIL:07153

USED00024

TRACE:NONE

AR00000

SET

The reference screen is identical to the logic screen except that the
logic area has now replaced by an expanded reference area. From
this screen you can select and view the status of up to 51 different
references.
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Main Loop Sequence
Figure 9-11

Main Loop Sequence Flow Chart

MAIN LOOP

LOAD USER LOGIC COMMANDS
I

I

I

I

START POLLING I/O

I

I

SOLVE A SEGMENT

I

I DONE
DO END OF SEGMENT

WORK

I

I YES
1

BACKROUND

DIAGNOSTICS

1

1
I

I

SERVICE

I

SERVICE

MODBUS PORT 1

I

I

I

MODBUS PORT 2

1
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is a system the 984 uses to provide
Logic Solution - I/O Polling
one logic segment for each drop in the system configuration. Each
logic segment may contain as many networks as desired subject to
memory constraints, I/O servicing, and a maximum scan time of 200
msecs.
The 984 uses 2 processors; one solves user logic, while the other
reads inputs and drives outputs. When the 984 is started, the run
light is on and the solution of the user logic and I/O polling begins.
The 984 solves user logic starting with network 1 and proceeds
through all networks sequentially, until the last network is solved.
Maximum allowable scan times range from .75 - 5ms/k.
The process of reading all inputs, solving all logic, and driving outputs
is termed a “scan”. When the controller is running it will repeatedly
scan until it is stopped.
A scan starts with:
1, The solution of network #1.
2. Driving the outputs for the drop.

Solution of logic within a network starts with the top left node and
solves one element at a time, top to bottom, left to right.
Coiis are automatically displayed in the 11 th column, however, they
are solved based on what node they were programmed in (where the
dotted line starts).
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Figure 9-12

Logic/Network

I/O Polling Efample

LOGIC SOLUTION BY CPU

l/O POLLING BY IOP
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I
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L
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Segmentation
A ladder logic program is a collection of segments.
As a rule, the number of segments equals the number of l/O drops
being driven by the controller; although in many cases there may be
more. A segment is made up of a group of networks. There is no
prescribed limit on the number of networks in a segment - the size is
limited only by the amount of User Memory available and by the
maximum amount of time available for the CPU to scan the logic (200
ms). It is generally advisable to try to distribute your networks evenly
through the segments to prevent the program from becoming logic
bound or l/O bound.
You can modify the order in which logic is solved with the Segment
Scheduler, an editor available with your panel software that allows you
to adjust the Order of Solve table in System Memory. You may also
create an unscheduled segment that contains one or more ladder logic
subroutines, which can be called from the scheduled segments via the
JSR funclion.
While the controller’s CPU solves each logic segment consecutively
(network by network), the I/O processor simultaneously handles all
input signals from and output signals to the I/O modules in the drop.
The default condition for the order-of-solve table is for each segment
in logic to be solved consecutively, one time per scan. See figure
below.

Figure 9-13

Segment Order of Solve

-

CPU

ONE SCAN Fos
SEGMENT 1
LOGIC

I/O PROCESSOR

I
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SEGMENT 2
LOGIC

NEXT SCAN
SEGMENT 3
LOGIC

SEGMENT 1
LOGIC

DROP 1 DROP3 DROP2 DROP 1 DROP3 DROP2
OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT OUTPUT INPUT
TIME

. . .. .

. . . ..

Logic Bound and I/O Bound Programs
Scan time can be
unnecessarily extended if logic networks are unevenly distributed
within the segments.

In the figure below, logic segment 3 contains more networks than the
other segments, and logic segment 4 contains fewer networks than
the other segments. By evenly distributingthe networks among the
logic segments, you can prevent your program from becoming logic
bound (too much logic relative to l/O activity) or I/O bound (too little
logic relative to I/O activity).
Figure Q-14

Logic Bound and I/O Bound Example

CPU

I/O BOUND

SEGMENT

1

LOGIC

SEGMENT

2

SEGMENT 3

SEG. 4

LOGIC

LOGIC

LOGIC

SEGMENT

J-

5

LOGIC
/

I/OP
DROP 1

DROP5

DROP2

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

DROP 1
OUTPUT

DROP3
INPUT

DROP 2
OUTPUT

DROP 4
INPUT

&i$i$q

LOGIC BOUND
TIME

You can use the Move Segment capabilities in the configurator editor
to move segment boundries forward or backward to adjust the
CPU/IOP balance.
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Move Segment The MOVE SEGMENT functions allow whole or
partial segments to be moved into adjacent segments. When this
software label key is pressed, the following software labels are
displayed on the screen:

Figure 9-15

Move Segment

Softkey Labels

Move Next Enter a network number into the AR (e.g., 28) and press
this software label key. All the networks, starting at the number
entered and continuing to the end of the segment, are moved into the
next segment.
l

NOTE When moving a portion of a segment to the next segment,
remember that only the networks from a specific network to the end of
the segment can be moved. A group of networks in the middle of a
segment or from the beginning to middle of a segment cannot be
moved using this software label key.
Enter a network number into the AR (e.g., 35) and
press this software label key. All the networks, from the beginning of
the segment to the network number entered minus one (e.g., 34), are
moved to the previous segment.

Move Previous

)
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NOTE When moving a portion of a segment to the previous
segment, remember that only the networks from the beginning of a
segment to a specific network in the segment can be moved. A
group of networks in the middle of a segment or from the middle to
the end of a segment cannot be moved using this software label key.
Also, the last network in a segment cannot be moved.

The following instructions
Increasing the Number of Segments
allow you to increase the numbers of segments in a 984 without
disturbing user logic. Be certain to have 2 copies of your user logic on
tape. If you make an error following these instructions, you will have to
remove line and battery power from the 984 and “cold start” it per the
instructions given at the beginning of this chapter.

Step 1

Load the utility tape into the P190 and simultaneously press the 2 red
buttons, “INIT” and “INIT LOCK”

Step 2

Enter the 984 unit I.D. # into the assembly register

Step 3

Press “ATTACH”

Step 4

Press “EXIT”

Step 5

Press “CONTROLLER

Step 6

Press “STOP”

Step 7

Press “PROCEED”

Step 8

Press “PREVIOUS

Step 9

Press “EXAMINE

Step

10

OPERATIONS”

MENU”

MEMORY”

Type 6A

Step 11

Press “GET”
The number displayed to the right of the = sign is the current number
of segments displayed in hex.

Step 12

Enter the desired number of segments into the assembly register.
Remember: 1‘ segment = 2 Channels (S901) or 1 Drop (S908)

PROGRAMMING
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Step

13

Press “ENTER”

Step 14

Press “1

Step 15

Type 6B

Step 16

Press “GET”
The number displayed to the right of the = sign is the “POINTER” to
another address.

Step 17

press “1

M

II

You now must find an address derived from the number (pointer)
displayed in Step 16. For example, if the current number of segments
equal 3, Step 16 would have resulted in the following display:
00068 =

78A
B

Prefix
I

Note the prefix in the pointer table below (,,,‘I in our example) and find
the address to the right of it (“F3XXX” in this example)

Pointer
8XXX
9xXx
AXXX
BXXX +
cxxx
DXXX
EXXX
FXXX

Step 18

Enter this address into the assembly register and fill in the 3 “X’s” with
the last 3 digits displayed in Step 16 (in this example “78A”), with a
resultant entry = F378A.

Step

Press “GET” to see address F378A.

19

Step 20

9-22

Address
FOXXX
Fl XXX
F2XXX
F3XXX
F4XXX
F5XXX
FGXXX
F7XXX

PROGRAMMING

Press 111

11

Step 21

Enter the number displayed to the right of the 11=11
sign in Step 19 into
the assembly register

Step 22

Press “GET”
The number displayed at this address will be 2800 from the factory.

Step 23

An “END OF SEGMENT NODE” must be added for each segment to
be added.
Type a number which is one greated than the one
displayed (e.g., 2801).

Step 24

Press “ENTER”
Steps 23 and 24 add one “END OF SEGMENT” node if only one
segment is to be added, skip to Step 28. To add another “END OF
SEGMENT” node go to Step 25.

Step

Press “GET NEXT”

25

Step 26

Repeat Step 23

Step 27

Press “ENTER”
Repeat Steps 25 thru 27 to add the required number of segments.

Step 26

Press “EXIT”

Step 29

Press “CONTROLLER

Step

Press “START”

30

OPERATIONS”

Step 31

Press “PROCEED”
The 984 should not start and an error message should show stop
state 0004.

Step 32

Press “PREVIOUS

MENU”

PROGRAMMING
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Step 33

Press “EXAMINE

Step 34

Type “5D”

Step 35

Press “GET”

Step 36

Enter the number displayed to the right of the “=” sign into the
assembly register.

Step 37

Press “GET” (“0001” should be displayed)

Step 38

Press the “GET NEXT” key until there is an address with the contents
“FFFF”, following a three digit number (“0XxX”, where X equals the
segment number).

MEMORY”

Into this address, key the hexadecimal NUMBER (see table) of the
next segment to be added, press “ENTER”.

Segment
2
3
4
5
6

9-24

Hex Value
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006

Segment
7
8
9
10
11

Hex

Value

0007
0008
0009
OOOA
OOOB

Segment

Hex Value

12
13
14
15
16

oooc
OOOD
OOOE
OOOF
0010

Step 39

To add additional segments, press “GET NEXT”, key in the
hexadecimal segment number, and press “ENTER”.

Step 40

When all new segment numbers have been entered, press “GET
NEXT” to access the next address.

Step 41

To mark the end of segment numbers, key in the hexadecimal number
FFFF and press “ENTER”.

Step 42

Make a new copy of your Program using the TAPE LOADER TAPE
(Do not use one of the original user logic tapes, in the event an error
has been made).

PROGRAMMING

Step 43

Using the UTILITY TAPE (or IBM Ladder Lister Software) with the
EXAMINE MEMORY function, place “006A” into the AR, then press
“GET”.
The number displayed is the present number of segments.

Step 44

Enter the OLD (original) number of segments into the AR, Press
“ENTER”.

Step 45

Using the CONFIGURATOR
TAPE, select “CONFIG”. (for your specific
controller) and change the number of segments and drops to the
desired amount.

)

NOTE
If you have any loadable modules, you will have to reload
them. Then Press “Write Config”.

Step 46

Start the Controller, and verify that the RUN LIGHT comes on.

Step 47

Stop the Controller.

Step 46

Using the TAPE LOADER TAPE, select the “RELOCATE
function, and load the tape you made in Step 42.

Step 49

Re-Traff ic Cop the controller.

Step 50

Start the controller.

LOGIC”

PROGRAMMING
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Background

Diagnostics

Performs one of the following per scan:
Checksum executive proms (16 words per test).
Write/read memory test pattern (word each test to user logic and state
RAM) 3 patterns each test.
Hardware Logic Solver (HLS). 1 network with relays, coil, vertical and
horizontal shorts.
Loopback/user logic checksum (4 words, 3 patterns) Checksum user
logic while waiting.
Checksum loadable software module area (16 words per test).
Checksum extended memory parity checker with extended memory.

Hints to Minimize Scan Time
Only configure the number of I/O drops that will be required.
limit the number of program segments being solved.

This will

Distribute user logic evenly among the number of program segments
configured in the system. Since one drop of I/O is serviced while a
segment of logic is being solved, there is a fair amount of logic that
can be solved without an impact on scan time.
Don’t solve complex logic every scan if, say, 5 times per second will
do just as well.
Use the skip functions to bypass conditionally unnecessary logic.
Remember that skip 0 is fastest of all. Skip 0 stops at the end of the
segment.
Small systems are usually l/O bound, medium and large systems are
almost always logic bound. Focus your attention accordingly.

PROGRAMMING
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P190 Keyboard Functions
I

I

IL-Y.2

t
El
E
1

/

I
ENTER

Moves the cursor one position in the direction of the arrow. The
cursor will wrap around the screen in all 4 directions.

j
I

Copies the value in the assembly register to the cursor position.

Shifted: Deletes the network under the cursor.
Unshifted: Deletes the node under the cursor.

Starts a new network immediately after the one currently displayed.
The networks displaced are renumbered upwards by 1.

;

CHG
SCREEN

)

Toggles the display between the “network/partial reference” screen
and the “full reference” screen.

I

m

Dumps the display currently on screen to a printer connected to port

PRINT

tW0.

CHG
NODE

Displays programmer tape main program element menu.

Shifted: Accesses reset level of tape.
Unshifted: Accesses exit level of tape.
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Shifted: Clears network or reference under the cursor from screen.
Unshifted: Displays network or reference specified in the assembly
register (AR).

II

Shifted: Displays previous network if cursor in network area.
Displays previous reference if cursor in reference area.
Unshifted: Displays next network if cursor in network area.
Displays next reference if cursor in reference area.

Shifted: Continues to search for parameters entered in search area.
Unshifted: Searches for parameters entered in Search Area.

Shifted: Returns to network with original OXXXX contact.
Unshifted: With cursor over OXXXX contact, displays network which
has coil which drives OXXXX contact. With the cursor over any other
reference in the network area, the reference is displayed in the
reference area.

A typical numeric key-Shifted: Numeric entries (A-F hexadecimal).
Unshifted: Numeric entries (O-9)

LA

A
‘

0

/
I

CLEAR
ERROR

/

CLEAR

1

AR

/

,
)

Erases the error message currently displayed.

Places zeroes in the assembly register (AR).
messages.

Also clears error

Working tapes are loaded into the P190 memory
when these keys are pressed simultaneously.

Provides upper function of dual action keys.
the same time the function key is pressed.

Typical alphabetic key-- used to generate tape titles, ladder listing
headers, and ASCII messages.

j&l
/

T

Shift must be pressed at

/
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Discrete Traffic Cop Numbers
Each discrete module has 16 inputs or outputs, but only one address
may be specified per slot -- the first of 16. See table below.
Table 9-l

First of 10 Reference

Ez
E
1%
1121
1137
1%
1%
E
1249
1%
1297
1313
E38
1361
1%
1409

Numbers

for Coils and outputs

3073
GX
3121
:1:;
3169
3185
3201
%A<
3249
3265
3281
%%
%z
3361
3377
C%$
3425
3441
3457

E:

::87:

1::;
1489
1505
1521
1537

%
3537
3553

1%;
1585
1601
1617
1633
1%
1681
1697
1713
E:
1761
1777
1793
1%
1841
1857
1873
188:
1921
18%
1969
1985
2001
2017
2033

z!
3601
E
%z
3681
%%
3729
3745
3761
3777
8e78Z
3825
3841
%5;
3889
EE
3937
%E
3985
4001
4017
%z
%z:

No number larger than specified under the “SET SIZE” menu during
configurationmay be used as an address for either registers or
discretes.
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Elements

Relay Contacts
The relay contact is the basic programming element. it can be
referenced to a logic coil (OXXXX) or a discrete input (1XxXx). There
are 4 types of relay contacts:
normally open
normally closed
positive transitional
negative transitional
These contacts, and horizontal and vertical shorts are programmed
under the relay portion of the main programming menu as shown
below.

Figure 9-16

NORMALLY
OPEN
CONTACT

Programmer

Tape Relay Menu

NORMALLY
CLOSED
CONTACT

POSITIVE
TRANSITIONAL
CONTACT

NEGATIVE
TRANSITIONAL
CONTACT

HORIZONTAL
SHORT

Normally Open Contact
It may be referenced to coils (0xXxX) or inputs (1XxXx).
It passes power when its referenced coil or input is ON.
Norma//y Closed Contact
It may be referenced to coils (0 XXXX) or inputs (1XxXx).
It passes power when its referenced coil or input is OFF.
Programming
A relay contact is inserted into a program by
positioning the cursor over the desired location, entering a OXXXX or
1XXXX reference into the Assembly Register (AR) and pressing the
appropriate software label key. To change the type of relay contact,
position the cursor over the contact to be changed and press the
desired software label key. To change the reference numbers below a
contact, position the cursor over the contact, enter a new value into
the AR, and press the ENTER key.
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Figure 9-l 7

Relay Contacts

Network Example

NORMALLY

NORMALLY

OPEN

OPEN

CONTACT

CONTACT

NORMALLY

NORMALLY

CLOSED

CLOSED

CONTACT

CONTACT

\

\
\

\

I

I

10001

10002

In the above circuit assume that 10001 and
Network Description
10002 are momentary pushbuttons. 10001 is field wired normally
open, and 10002 is field wired normally closed. The following table
details network power flow for these two switches.

Table 9-2

Field Wiring Determination

REFERENCE
NUMBER
10001

10002
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of Ladder Logic Power

FIELD WIRED
CONTACT
NORMALLY OPEN

NORMALLY CLOSED

PROGRAMMING

FiOW

PROGRAMMED
CONTACT
NORMALLY OPEN
NORMALLY CLOSED
NORMALLY OPEN
NORMALLY CLOSED

PUSHBUlTON
RELEASED

PUSHBUTTON
DEPRESSED
PASSES POWER

PASSES POWER
PASSES POWER
PASSES POWER

Transitional Contacts
Transitional contacts, like “NO” and “NC” contacts, are controlled by
either inputs (1XXXX) or coils (OXXXX) via the reference number
system, however, transitional contacts pass power for only the one
scan after which their controlling coil or input changes state. The
figure below explains positive and negative transitional contact.
Figure 9-18

Transitional

Contacts

NEGATIVE
TRANSITIONAL
(ON TO OFF)

POSITIVE
TRANSITIONAL
(OFF TO ON)

SYMBOL

INPUT
STATE

---HIOFF

f-

-Illi‘

OFF
I

LADDER LOGIC
POWER FLOW

OFF

;

I

1 POWER

1 POWER

II

ELI

I
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Vertical and Horizontal Shorts
Vertical and horizontal shorts are simply straight line connections
between contacts. Vertical shorts are used to connect contacts and
function blocks one above the other in a network. Vertical shorts can
also be used to connect inputs or outputs in a function block to create
either/or conditions. When two contacts are connected by vertical
shorts, a vertical short on each side, power is allowed to pass through
if either, or both, contacts receive power.
Enter a vertical short into a program by positioningthe cursor over the
node to the left of and above the location desired for the short and
press the VERTICAL SHORT software label key. A vertical short is
cleared by pressing the VERTICAL OPEN software label key. A
vertical short does not take any user memory.
Horizontal shorts are used in combination with vertical shorts to
expand logic within a network without breaking the power flow. They
can be used to create either/or conditions using basic relay contacts.
For example, if one line of logic contains two relay contacts, and the
line below it only contains one contact, a horizontal short is placed
beside the single contact. See figure below. A vertical short is used to
connect the horizontal short to the top logic line. Power passes
through to energize the coil if the two top contacts are energized or if
the bottom contact is energized.
Enter a horizontal short into a program by positioningthe cursor over
the node desired for the short and pressing the ” - ” (Horizontal
Short) software label key. To clear a horizontal short, press the
DELETE NODE software label key. A horizontal short uses two words
of memory.
Figure 919

Horizontal/Vertical Short Network Example

1-1
0001

VERTICAL SHORT
(PART OF NODE IN WHICH
10002 IN PROGRAMMED)

10002
+
r?

0003
I

+

HORIZONTAL SHORT

Coils
A coil is used to activate logic within the user’s program and/or to
control an output circuit. Coils are either on or off as a result of power
flow within the user ladder logic program. When a coil is powered on,
it may pass power to a discrete output and/or cause relay contacts
that it controls thru the reference number system to change state. It is
represented by a OXXXX reference number and either of two symbols.
A Normal Coil,

o-

is turned OFF if controller power is lost.

retains its previous state (ON or OFF) for the first
A Latched Coil, ascan after power is restored to the controller.
Coils are displayed in the far right (eleventh) column of a network.
Each network can contain a maximum of seven coils.
Each OXXXX reference can be used as a coil only once, but can be
referenced to any number of relay contacts. Output coils are generally
given the lower OXXXX reference numbers and internal coils are given
the higher OXXXX reference numbers.
When a logic coil is inserted into a program. The cursor can be
directly beside the last logic element in a row. When the coil software
label key is pressed, dashed lines are inserted and the coil is placed
in the eleventh column. The only reference allowed is a OXXXX
reference, unlike relay contacts which allow OXXXX or 1XXXX
references.

Disable/Enable

Any logic coil or discrete input in the user’s program
can be disabled and forced ON or OFF. To disable a coil or discrete
input, do the following:

Step 1

Ensure that Memory Protect is OFF on both the P190 Programmer
and the 984 PLC.

Step 2

Position the cursor at the bottom of the P190 screen.

Step 3

Enter the coil reference number or discrete input reference number
into the Assembly Register (AR).

Step 4

Press the ERASE/GET

key.
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The reference number appears at the cursor position with its state,
ON or OFF, and the following software labels appear on the screen:

III

ENABLE ]

Step 5

1 DISABLE ]

“,“,“I‘

F’

Move the cursor onto the coil in the network and press the DISABLE
software label key. The coil or input is now DISABLED ON or
DISABLED OFF, depending on its state when the DISABLE key was
pressed.

After being disabled, a discrete may be “FORCED”
ON or OFF. Press the FORCE ON or FORCE OFF software label
keys to change the state of the coil or input. Press the ENABLE
software label key to enable the coil or input. If the coil or input is
enabled, it cannot be forced ON or forced OFF; it returns to the state
it had when the ENABLE software label key was pressed and is logic
controlled.

Force ON/OFF

Disabling a coil or input causes the programmed logic to bypass that
coil or input. The coil’s state or the input’s state is now controlled by
the user through the FORCE ON and FORCE OFF software label
keys. Memory Protect must be OFF.

l
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WARNING There are exceptions to the logic bypassing a
disabled coil. All the DX function blocks which allow a coil in the
destination node override the coil even if it is disabled.

Duplication of Programmed Output Reference
If the middle node entry for a data transfer function is an output
reference number (OXXXX), it counts as the one time the referenced
coils may be used.
This applies to:
Block Move (BLKM)
First Out (FOUT)
Complement (COMP)
Logical And (AND)
Logical Or (OR)
Logical Exclusive Or (XOR)
Bit Modify (MBIT)
Bit Sense (SENS)
Bit Rotate (BROT)
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Programming

Functions

Timers
This function is used to time an event or create a delay. Time can be
measured in seconds (Tl.O), tenths of seconds (TO.l), or hundredths
of seconds (T.01).
Figure 9-20

Timer Function Block

CONTROL

PRESET
ONNN(N)
3xXxX
4xXxX

IN

Tl .O
TO.1
T.O1
ACCUMULATED
TIME
4xXxX

1 = ENABLED
0 - RESET

ACCUMULATED
= PRESET

TIME

= SECONDS
- TENTHS OF SECONDS
-HUNDREDTHSOFSECONDS

ACCUMULATED
< PRESET

TIME

Function Block The top node is the timer preset, and can be one
of the following: A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit
controllers or 1 to 9999 in 24 bit controllers, an input register
(3XxXx), or a holding register (4xXxX). The bottom node contains
the symbol Tl .O or TO.1 or T.O1 and a holding register (4XXXX) which
stores the accumulaled time. This register value is clamped at the
preset value.
inputs

Top: Control in. Time accummulates when this input is powered and
the bottom input is powered. Bottom: When powered, enables the
timer, when not powered, timer is reset to zero.
outputs

Top: Passes power when the register accumulating time equals the
preset value. Bottom: Passes power when the register accumulating
time does not equal the preset value.
l
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CAUTION
Cascading timers with presets of one (1) causes
these timers to time-out together. To avoid this problem, change
presets to 10 and substitute a tenth of a second timer (TO.l) for
a one second timer (Tl.0) or a hundredth of a second timer
(T.O1) for a tenth of a second timer (TO.l).

In the figure below, assume that 10002 is
Network Description
closed (timer enabled) and that the value contained in register 40040
equals zero. Since 40040 does not equal the preset of 5 entered in
the top node, coil 00107 will be off, and coil 00108 will be on.
When 10001 is closed, 40040 will begin to accumulate counts at one
second intervals until 40040 equals 5. At that point 00107 will be on,
and 00108 will be off.
When 10002 is opened 40040 will be reset to zero, coil 00107 will be
off, and 00108 will be on.
Figure 9-21

Timer Network Example

e_-_---------

( I-

PRESET

00107

&_------_-_-_--

o-

l

PRESET

00108

2 NOT (E.G. NOT AT PRESET)

)

NOTE If the accumulated time does not equal the preset, the bottom
output will pass power even though no inputs to the block are present.
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Counters
The up counter (UCTR) and down counter (DCTR) functions both
count when the control input transitions from off to on. The up counter
(UCTR) counts up from zero to a preset number, and the down
counter (DCTR) counts down from the preset to zero.

Figure 9-22

Counter Function Block

CONTROL IN

PRESET
ONNN(N)
3xxxx
4xxxx

ACCUMULATED COUNT
EQUAL TO PRESET

UPCOUNTER
DOWNCOUNTER

UCTR
DCTR

1 = ENABLED
0 = RESET

ACCUMULATED
COUNT
4xxxx

1

ACCUMULATED COUNT
NOT EQUAL TO PRESET

Function Block The top node is the counter preset, and can be
one of the following:a decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit
controllers and 1 to 9999 in 24 bit controllers, an input register
(3XxXx), or a holding register (4XXXX).
The bottom node contains the symbol UCTR or DCTR and a holding
register (4XXXX) which stores the accumulated count. This register
value is clamped at the preset value.
Inputs
Top: Control in
Bottom: When powered, enables the counter. When not powered,
counter is reset to zero.
outputs
Top: Passes power when the register accumulating counts equals the
preset value. Preset value equals zero for DCTR.
Bottom: Passes power when the register accumulating count does not
equal the preset value.
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Figure 9-23

Up Counter Network Example

ä

----_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_ -_

--_(

I-

PRESET

00119
UCTR

Figure 9-24

--

*_-_-_-_-------_

40100

( I.00120

PRESET

)-

PRESET

Down Counter Network Example

----

)_-_-------

--(

00121

*_-_-_------_

----

PRESET

( ),00122

:

In the Up Counter example above, assume
Network Description
that 10002 is closed (counter enabled), and that the value contained
in register 40100 = zero. Since 40100 does not equal the preset of 5
entered in the top node, coil 00119 will be off, and coil 00120 will be
on.
First transition of 10001 from off to on will increment 40100 to 1
Second transition of 10001 from off to on will increment 40100 to 2
Third transition of 10001 from off to on will increment 40100 to 3
Fourth transition of 10001 from off to on will increment 40100 to 4
Fifth transition of 10001 from off to on will increment 40100 to 5, Coil
00119 will be on, and coil 00120 will be off.
)

NOTE When 10002 is opened 40100 will be reset to zero, coil
00119 will be off, and 00120 will be on. If the accumulated time does
not equal the preset, the bottom output will pass power even though
no inputs to the block are present. The down counter shown above
operates identically to the up counter except that the count in register
40100 will decrement from the preset to zero.
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Calculates
When selected from the main programmingmenu, the CALCS
software label key provides the ADD, SUB, MUL, and DIV block
functions.
ADDITION This function adds value 1 to value 2 and stores the
result in a holding register.

Figure 9-25

Addition

Function Block

I

I

CONTROL IN

VALUE 1
ONNN(N)
3xXxX
4xxxx

OVERFLOW

I
VALUE 2
ONNN(N)
3xxxx
4XXxx
ADD
RESULT
4xxxx

Function BIock The top node is value 1 and can be one of the
following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The middle node is value 2 and can be one of the following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The bottom node contains the symbol ADD and a holding register
(4XXXX) where the result of the addition will be stored.
Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the addition is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs
Top: Passes power when the result is (greater than) 9999.
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Figure 9-26

ADD Block Network Example

Network Description
In the figure above, when 10001 is closed
value 1 (50) will be added to value 2 (50) and the result (100) will be
stored in register 40160.
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Subtraction This function performs an absolute subtract, without
sign, of values 1 and 2, and stores the result in a holding register.
The block also functions as a comparator identifyingwhether value 1
is > (greater than), < (less than), or equal to value 2.
Figure 9-27

Subtraction

Function Block

CONTROL IN

VALUE 1
ONNN(N)
3xXxX
4xXxX
VALUE 2
ONNN(N)
3xXxX
4xXxX
SUB
RESULT
4xxxx

1>2

l-2

2>1

The top node is value 1 and can be one of the
Function Block
following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The middle node is value 2 and can be one of the following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The bottom node contains the symbol SUB and a holding register
(4XXXX) where the result of the subtraction will be stored.
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the subtraction is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs

Top: Passes power when the top input is powered and value
1 is > value 2.
Middle: Passes power when the top is powered and value 1 = value
2.
Bottom: Passes power when the top input is powered and value
2 is > value 1.
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Figure 9-28

SUB Block Network Example

CONTROL
?I10001

30001

*_-_-_----_----

( 1
00164

00500

+----_-_

( 1

-M---s

00165

SUB
40210

+------_-_-_

-mm

( )
00166

In the figure above, when 10001 is closed
Network Description
value 2 (500) will be subtracted from value 1 (input register 30001).
The result will be stored in register 40210.
If 10001 is closed and the value of 30001 is > 500, then the coil
connected to the top output will be on.
If 10001 is closed and the value of 30001 is equal to 500, then the
coil connected to the middle output will be on.
If 10001 is closed and the value of 30001 is < 500, then the coil
connected to the bottom output will be on.
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Multiplication This function multipliesvalue 1 by value 2 and stores
the result in a holding register.
Figure 9-29

Multiplication

Function Block

VALUE 1
ONNN(N)
3XXXX
4XXXX

CONTROL IN

COPY OF CONTROL IN

VALUE 2
ONNN(N)
3xxXX
4xXXx
MULT
RESULT
4xxxx
HIGH ORDER

4xXxX+1

I

LOW ORDER

Function Block
The top node is value 1 and can be one of the
following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
In input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)

The middle node is value 2 and can be one of the following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XxXx)
The bottom node contains the symbol MUL and a holding register
(4XxXx). The result of the multiplicationis stored in two consecutive
registers. The high order digits are stored in the register specified in
the bottom node, and the low order digits are stored in the next
sequential register (4XxXx+1).

Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the multiplicationis
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs

Top: Passes power when the top input is powered.
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Figure g-30

MUL Block Network Example

CONTROL
>I10001

08000

00002
MULT
40250

Network Description
When 10001 is closed value 1 (8000) will be
multiplied by value 2 (2). The result (16,000) will be stored in two
sequential registers; in this example 40250 will contain the high order
digits (0001) and 40251 will contain the low order digits (6000).
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Division This function divides value 1 by value 2 and stores the
result and remainder in two consecutive holding (4xXxX) registers.

Figure 9-31

Division Function Block

CONTROL IN
--I

0 - FRACTIONAL REMAINDER
1 = DECIMAL REMAINDER

VALUE 1
ONNN(N)
BXXXX
4XXXx

COPY OF CONTROL IN

VALUE 2
ONNN(N)
3xxxx
4XXxx

ERROR: VALUE 1

DIV

RESULT IS > 9999
ERROR: VALUE 2 - 0,
RESULT = 00

RESULT
4XXXX
REMAINDER

Block
The top node is value 1 and can be one of the
following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
Two input registers (SXXXX = high order digits, 3XXXX + 1 = low
order digits)
Two holding registers (4XXXX = high order digits, 4XXXX + 1 = low
order digits)

Function

The middle node is value 2 and can be one of the following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The bottom node contains the symbol DIV and a holding register
(4XxXx). The result of the division is in the register specified in the
bottom node, and the remainder is stored in the next sequential
register (4XXXX + 1).
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the division is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
Middle: When not powered, the remainder will be a whole number.
When powered, the remainder will be a decimal fraction.
Outputs

Top: Passes power when the division is successful.
Middle: Passes power when the result is 9999.
Bottom: Passes power when value 2 = 0, (result = infinity.)
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Figure 9-32

DIV Block Network Example

CONTROL
IN
+I+
10001
i

(

-iI-+
10002

00105

l

00025

a

DIV
40270

0

When 10001 is closed value 1 (105) will be
Network Description
divided by value 2 (25). The result (4 with a remainder of 2) will be
stored in two sequential registers. 40270 will contain the result, and
40271 will contain the remainder.
If 10002 is open, the remainder will be a whole number (5 in this
example). If 10002 is closed, the remainder will be decimal (0.2 in this
example), displayed in register 40271 as .2000,
t!_-

(

decimal point
implied
)
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Data Transfer (DX) Move Functions
Data transfer or “DX” move functions copy data (16 bit words) from
one memory area to another. The data can then be operated on
without altering the original data. These functions are available under
the DX portion of the programmingmenu and include:
register to table move (R + T)
table to register move (T + R)
table to table move (T -, T)
block move (BLKM)
first in (FIN)
first out (FOUT)
table search (SRCH)
system status (STAT)
A group of consecutive 16 bit words is referred to as a table.
Several examples of tables are shown in the figure below, each has a
“table length” of 5. Note, however, that each discrete table location
contains the status (“1 = ON, “0” = OFF) of 16 coils or inputs.
Table

Figure 9-33

Table Examples

INPUT
REGISTER
TABLE

HOLDING
REGISTER
TABLE

1 00001 TO 00016

H
H

30002

30003
30004

30005
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INPUT TABLE

OUTPUT TABLE
1

IzzzI
10033 TO 10048

Figure 9-34

General Format

COPY OF CONTROL IN

CONTROL IN

XXXXX

.

FUNCTION
LENGTH

The figure above illustrates the general format of a data transfer move
function block. The block consumes 1 horizontal and 3 vertical nodes
(except system status which consumes 1 horizontal and 2 vertical
nodes). The bottom node within the block specifies the function and
the table length.
The top is always the “control in” input and the top output is always a
copy of the “control in” input. This allows DX blocks to be cascaded.
The top and middle nodes within the block, and all other inputs and
outputs vary with each function.

Pointer
Some of the DX move functions dedicate a register which
indicates which table position the data was:
copied from (T + R, T + T & FOUT),
written to (R -+ T & FIN),
found (SRCH).
This register is termed the “pointer register”. The pointer register value
will never exceed the table length. Zero is a valid pointer value, and
typically indicates that the next operation of the DX block will copy
data from or write data to the first table position. The pointer register
may be manipulated by other logic functions (timers, counters,
arithmetic operations, etc.)

Discrete Tables

Discrete references are used in groups of 16. The
reference number used is the first in the group; the other 15
references are implied. Additionally, only reference numbers which
appear in the “first of 16” table shown in Table 9-l may be used, e.g.
1, 17, 33, etc.
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To Table Move This function copies the bit pattern of any
register or 16 discretes to a specific register located within a table.

Register

Figure 9-35

Register To Table Function Block

0xXxX
CONTROL

IN

FREEZE POINTER

RESET POINTER

COPY OF CONTROL

1xXxX
3xxxx

-_I

:z

/-

IN

POINTER = TABLE
LENGTH (END OF TABLE)

R-T
MAX LENGTH
- 2551999

Function Block
The top node is the data source and can one of the following:
the first of 16 logic coils (0xXxX)
the first of 16 inputs (IXXXX)
an input register (3XxXx)
a holding register (4XxXx)
The middle node must be a holding register (4XxXx). This register is
the pointer to the destination table which starts with the next
consecutive register address (4XXXX + 1).
The bottom node contains the symbol R -+ T and a number
specifying table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 999 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the R -+ T move is
performed, and the pointer is incremented until the pointer value
equals the table length. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, prevents pointer from increasing.
Bottom: When powered, resets pointer to zero.
Outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
Middle: Passes power when the pointer equals table length (end of
table). No R -+ T operations are possible while the pointer value
equals the table length.
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Figure 9-36

Register To Table Network Example

CONTROL
0
IN

FREEZE
POINTER

;+I
10001
I I

’

*

30001

40340

POINTER
= TABLE
LENGTH
*---_---_-_-_--

( 1 00135

10002
RESET
POINTER

R-T
I I
”

00005

0

10003
POINTER
1
SOURCE

40340

1

DESTINATION

MAX LENGTH = 255/999

Network Description
The 1st transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 40341, increments pointer
to 1.
The 2nd transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 49342, increments
pointer to 2.
The 3rd transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 40343, increments pointer
to 3.
The 4th transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 40344, increments pointer
to 4.
The 5th transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 40345, increments pointer
to 5, and, since the pointer value = table length, the middle output
pases power, energizing coil 00135. No R -, T operations are
possible while the pointer value = the table length.
If, after the 2nd transition of 10001, 10002 were energized, this would
prevent the pointer value from changing, and all subsequent transitions
of 10001 would cause the value in 30001 to be copied to 40343. The
pointer register will be reset to zero when 10003 is energized.
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Table To Register Move This function copies the bit pattern of dny
register or 16 discretes located within a table to a specific holding
register.
Figure S-37

Table To Register Function Block

OXXXX
1xXxX
3xxxx
4xXxX

CONTROL IN

i
FREEZE POINTER

4xXxX

COPY OF CONTROL IN

POINTER = TABLE
LENGTH (END OF TABLE)

I
T-R
MAX LENGTH
= 2551999

RESET POINTER

Function Block The top node is the data source and can be one of
the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 1XXXX reference number in a table of input references
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The middle node must be a holding register (4XxXx). This register is
the pointer to the source table specified in the top node. The next
consecutive register (4XXXX +l) is the destination register.
The bottom node contains the symbol T -, R and a number
specifying table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 999 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the T -+ R move is
performed, and the pointer is incremented until the pointer value
equals the table length. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, prevents pointer from increasing.
Bottom: When powered, resets pointer to zero.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
Middle: Passes power when the pointer equals table length (end of
table). No T -+ R operations are possible while the pointer value
equals the table length.
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Figure g-36

Table To Register Network Example

CONTROL
IN

POINTER
= TABLE
LENGTH

FREEZE
POINTER

-----mm-------

( 1
00136
i

RESET
POINTER

POINTER
pizq

r-

MAX LENGTH = 255/999

L

SOURCE

DESTINATION

40372
40371

40377

40373

40375
40374

Network

Description

The 1st transition of 10001 copies 40371 to 40377, increments pointer
to 1.
The 2nd transition of 10001 copies 40372 to 40377, increments
pointer to 2.
The 3rd transition of 10001 copies 40373 to 49377, increments pointer
to 3.
The 4th transition of 10001 copies 40374 to 40377, increments pointer
to 4.
The 5th transition of 10001 copies 40375 to 40377, increments pointer
to 5, and, since the pointer value = table length, the middle output
passes power, energizing coil 00136. No T -+ R operations are
possible whiie the pointer value = the table length.
If, after the 2nd transition of 10001, 10002 were energized, this would
prevent the pointer value from changing, and all subsequent transitions
of 10001 would cause the value in 40343 to be copied to 40377. The
pointer register will be reset to zero when 10003 is energized.
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This function copies the bit pattern of any
register or 16 discretes from a position within one table to the same
position in a second table of holding registers.

Table To Table Move

Figure 9-39

Table To Table Function Block

CONTROL

FREEZE

IN

OXXXX

I

IXXXX
BXXXX
4xxXX

POINTER

COPY OF CONTROL

IN

tPOINTER - TABLE
LENGTH (END OF TABLE)

4xxxx
IT--cT
MAX LENGTH

RESET POINTER

- 2551999

i

Function

the
the
the
the
the

Block

following:
first OXXXX
first 1XxXx
first 3XXXX
first 4XXXX

The top node is the data source and can be one of
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in

a
a
a
a

table
table
table
table

of
of
of
of

output references
input references
input registers
holding registers

The middle node must be a holding register (4xXxX). This register is
the pointer to both the source and destination tables. The next
consecutive register (4XXXX +l) is the first register in the destination
table.
The bottom node contains the symbol T -, T and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 999 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the T -+ T move is
performed, and the pointer is incremented until the pointer value
equals the table length. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, prevents pointer from increasing.
Bottom: When powered, resets pointer to zero.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered
Middle: Passes power when the pointer equals table length (end of
table). No TT operations are possible while the pointer value
equals the table length.
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Figure 940

Table To Table Network Example

CONTROL
IN

+-e
10001

30001

l

l--e
10002

40380

t_--_--_--

T+T
00003

l

POINTER
= TABLE
LENGTH

I+
FREEZE
POINTER
RESET
POINTER

I-+
10003

-(

)00137

POINTER

:

140380

SOURCE
TABLE
I

I

I

30001

-

DESTINATION
-1
I
40381
1

NC);;

I

1 MAILENGTH

= 255/999

Network Description
The 1st transition of 10001 copies 30001 to 40381, increments pointer
to 1.
The 2nd transition of 10001 copies 30002 to 40382, increments
pointer to 2.
The 3rd transition of 10001 copies 30003 to 40383, increments pointer
to 3, and, since the pointer value equals table length, the middle
output passes power, energizing coil 00137. No T -+ T operations are
possible while the pointer value equals the table length.
If after the 2nd transition of 10001, 10002 were energized, this would
prevent the pointer value from changing, and all subsequent transitions
of 10001 would cause the value in 30003 to be copied to 40383.
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This function copies, during one scan, the entire
contents of any table to a table of outputs or holding registers.
Block Move

Figure 941

Block Move Function Block

oxxxx
CONTROL IN

1xXxX

COPY OF CONTROL IN

3XXxx
4XXXx

oxxxx
4XXXx

BLKM
MAX LENGTH
- 100

The top node is the source table and can be one
Funcfion B/o&
of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 1XXXX reference number in a table of input references
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The middle node is the destination table and can be one of the
following:the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output
registers or the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding
registers.
The bottom node contains the symbol BLKM and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from 1 to 100.
Inputs
Top Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the block move is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
Outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
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Figure 9-42

Block Move Network Example

CONTROL

SOURCE
30001

DESTINATION
-

30002

00161 TO 00176
00177 TO 00192

t
MAX LENGTH = 100
4

When 10001 is energized, the contents of the
source table will be copied into the destination table.

Network

Description

In the case shown above, the destination is a table of outputs. These
coils, like all coils, may only be used once. Attempts, for example, to
program coil 165 in another network will result in a P190 error
message: “coil used”. A “search” for coil 165 via the PI90 will result in
the display of the network the block move is programmed within.
)

)

WARNING
The destination for this function
outputs (OXXXX). This function will override
within this table without enabling them.

can be a table of
any disabled coils
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First In
This function copies the bit pattern of any register or 16
discretes to the first register in a table of holding registers. This
register is the start of a queue or stack. Each entry to the stack
causes the previous entry to move to the next position in the stack.
This block typically is used with the first out block. Together they form
a fifo (first in, first out) stack which is analogous to a paper cup
dispenser - cups are removed in the same order they were inserted.
Three successive first in operations are illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 943

First In Operations

CONTROL IN

+--E&-t_

copY OF CONTROL IN

STACK FULL

MAX LENGTH

STACK EMPTY

Function Block The top node is the data source and can be one of
the following:
the first of 16 logic coils (OXXXX)
the first of 16 inputs (1XXXX)
an input register (3XxXx)
a holding register (4XXXX)
The middle node must be a holding register (4XxXx). This register is
the pointer to the destination table which starts with the next
consecutive register (4XXXX +l). The value contained in the pointer
register equals the current number of entries in the table or stack.
The bottom node contains the symbol FIN and a number specifying
table length, which should equal FOUT block. Table length may range
from 1 to 100.
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan of this node is powered, the First In move
is performed, and the pointer is incremented until the pointer value =
the table length, A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered
Middle: Passes power when the stack is full. No additional entries to
the stack are possible while this output is on.
Bottom: Passes power when the stack is empty.
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Figure 9-44

First In Network Examples

CONTROL

>++
10001

30001

I-.
STACK
___--------

40410

-------

FULL

( )00138

STACK
FIN
00005

:

EMPTY

_---------------

I

( )00139

POINTER

SOURCE

DESTINATION

==--zJ-7,00

In the figure above, the 1st transition of 10001
Network Description
copies 30001 to 40411, increments pointer to 1, de-energizes 00139
(stack not empty)
The 2nd transition of 10001 moves contents of 40411 to 40412,
copies 30001 to 40411, increments pointer to 2.
The 3rd transition of 10001 moves contents of 40412 to 40413, moves
contents of 40411 to 40412, copies 30001 to 40411, increments
pointer to 3.
The 4th transition of 10001 moves contents of 40413 to 40414, moves
contents of 40412 to 40413, moves contents of 40411 to 40412,
copies 30001 to 40411, increments pointer to 4.
The 5th transition of 10001 moves contents of 40414 to 40415, moves
contents of 40413 to 40414, moves contents of 40412 to 40413,
moves contents of 40411 to 40412, copies 30001 to 40411,
increments pointer to 5, and energizes 00138 (stack full - no more
entries possible while pointer equals table length).
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First Out
This function copies the bit pattern of a register within a
table of holding registers. The register from which the data will be
copied is the register with the oldest data (the highest register number
in the table with data in it). This block typically is used with the First
In block. Together, they form a FIFO (First In, First Out) stack which
is analogous to a paper cup dispenser - cups are removed in the
same order they were inserted. Three successive first out operations
are illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 945

First Out Operations

OLDEST DATA =

CONTROL

IN

4xxXX

COPY OF CONTROL

OXXXX
4XXXX

STACK FULL

FOUT
MAX LENGTH
= 100

IN

STACK EMPTY

Function Block The top node must be a holding reglster (4XxXx).
This register is the pointer to the source table which starts with the
next consecutive register (4XXXX +l). The number contained in the
pointer register indicates which table position the data will be removed
from (the current number of entries in the stack).
The middle node is the data destination and can be one of the
following:
the first of 16 logic coils (OXXXX)
a holding register (4XXXX)
The bottom node contains the symbol FOUT and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from 1 to 100.
Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the First Out move
is performed, and the pointer is decremented until the pointer value
equals zero.
outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered
Middle: Passes power when the stack is full. No additional entries to
the stack are allowed while this output is on.
Bottom: Passes power when the stack is empty.
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Figure 9-49

First Out Network Example

FIN works best with FOUT as a FIFO pair if the same pointer address is used. 40410 in these examples.

CONTROL

r
40410

l

STACK
*_--_-----------_-_-_-_---_

40416

FuLL

(

)-

001 40
STACK
EMPTY

FOUT
00005

POINTER
11
SOURCE

j*

40412
40411

MAX LENGTH = 100

40413

I

40415
40414

.

DESTINATION
40416

Description
In the figure above, if the stack is full, pointer
value = 5, and coil 00140 is energized, then:

Network

The 1st transition of 10002 copies 40415 to 40001, decrements
pointer to 4, de-energizes coil 00140 (stack not full).
The 2nd transition of 10002 copies 40414 to 40001, decrements
pointer to 3.
The 3rd transition of 10002 copies 40413 to 40001, decrements
pointer to 2.
The 4th transition of 10002 copies 40012 to 40001, decrements
pointer to 1
The 5th transition of 10002 copies 40011 to 40001, decrements
pointer to 0, energizes 00141 (stack is empty).
)

)

WARNING
outputs.
group.

The destination for this function can be a group of 16
This function will override any disabled coils within this
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Search

This function searches a table of registers for a specific bit

pattern.
Figure 9-47

Search Function Block

CONTROL IN

3xXxX
4xxxx

COPY OF CONTROL IN

0 = SEARCH FROM BEGINNING
1 = SEARCH FROM LAST MATCH

4xXxX

MATCH FOUND

SRCH
MAX LENGTH
=lOO

Function Block The top node is the table to be searched and can
be one of the following:
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers.
The middle node must be a holding register (4XXXX). This register is
the pointer to an address in the table specified in the top node. The
next consecutive register 4XXXX +1 contains the value or bit pattern
to be searched for.
The bottom node contains the symbol SRCH and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from 1 to 100.
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, a search is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
Middle: When powered, table will be searched from the last match
when not powered, table will be searched from the beginning.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
Middle: Passes power when a match is found.
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Figure 949

Search Network Example

0

SEARCH FROM
0 = BEGINNING
l=LAST
MATCH

MATCH
FOUND
40430

l

--_--_---_-------_--~

SOURCE
TABLE

l

LENGTH = 5

40423

LB

= 3333

40424

= 3333

40425

= 3333

=

= VALUE (3333)
TO MATCH

In the figure above, if 10002 is not energized,
Description
every scan that the “control in” node receives power, the source table
will be searched for a “3333”. The search will:
increment the pointer address,
look for a match at the pointer address,
find a match in register 40423,
stop searching for the remainder of scan,
energize coil 00142 for one scan,
reset counter address to zero.

Network

10001 transitions from off to on, the source
table will be searched for a “3333”. The search will:
increment the pointer address,
find a match in register 40423,
stop the search,
energize coil 00142 for 1 scan,
leave the pointer address at 3.

If 10002 is energized

The 2nd transition of 10001 will:
increment the pointer address,
find a match in register 40424,
stop the search,
energize coil 00142 for 1 scan,
leave the pointer address at 4.
The 3rd transition of 10001 will:
increment the pointer address,
find a match in register 40425,
stop the search,
energize coil 00142 for 1 scan,
reset the pointer address to zero.
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Stat
Copies the contents of the controller’s status table to a table of
holding registers or discrete output references.
Performs the full transfer from the status table to the destination table
during one scan.
Holding registers should be used for destinations. If discrete outputs
are specified for destinations, a large number of them will be required.
Will override any disabled coils within the destination table without
enabling them.
Figure 9-49

Status Block

,

CONTROL IN

DESTINATION
oxxxx
4xxxx

STAT
TABLE
LENGTH
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COPY OF CONTROL IN

Nodes Top: OXXXX: The first coil in a table of logic coils.
4XXXX: The first register in a.table of holding registers.
Bottom: Symbol STAT with decimal value specifying the “table length”
(number of registers) to be transferred. Can range from 1 to the
maximum length of the controller’s status table. 984 controller status
table lengths (decimal):
16-bit controllerswith S901: 71
24-bit controllerswith S901: 75
16-bit controllerswith S908: 255
24-bit controllerswith S908: 277
Inputs
Top: The STAT is performed on every scan when this input is
powered.
Bottom: Not used
outputs
Top: Passes power when the top input is powered.
Bottom: Not used
)

NOTE Refer to Chapter 12 of this manual for a more detailed
discussion of how the Stat Block is used with the 984/S901 and
984/S908 l/O processors.
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Extended Memory Read This function block copies a table of
extended memory registers (SXXXX) in a 984 to a table of holding
registers (4XXXX).

Figure 9-50

Extended

Memory Read Function

CONTROL IN

4XXXX

ACTIVE

0 = CLEAR OFFSET TO ZERO
1 = DO NOT CLEAR OFFSET

4XXXX

ERROR

0 = ABORT ON ERROR
1 = DO NOT ABORT ON ERROR

XMRD

DONE

Function Block The top node must be a holding register (4XXXX)
address. This register is the first in a table of 6 holding registers,
which control the parameters of the file transfer.
The middle node is the destination table and must be the first 4XXXX
reference number in a table of holding registers which will receive the
data transferred from the extended memory storage registers (6XxXx).
The bottom node contains the symbol XMRD, and the value 00001 is
automatically displayed when the block is programmed.
Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the data transfer will
occur.
Middle: When powered, the offset value will not be cleared, When not
powered, the offset value will be cleared to zero before the instruction
is solved.
Bottom: When powered, the 984 will not automatically power down
when a parity diagnostic error is detected.
outputs

Top: Active. Passes power from the time the top input is initially
asserted, until the specified number of registers have been transferred.
Middle: Error. Passes power if the top input is powered and an error
is detected.
Bottom: Done. Passes power for one scan when all registers have
been transferred.
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The top node defines a control table of
Top Node Register Usage
6 holding (4XXXX) registers as follows: 4XXXX = Status Word.

Figure 9-51

Bit Definition for First Top Node Address

(Status Word). See expanded

definitions

Bit #

Definition

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

File parameter error
Starting address parameter error
Count parameter error
Offset parameter error
Max parameter error

on page 9-74.

Non-existent SRAM

Offset parameter too large on entry
File boundary crossed
Done
Busy
Non-existent x-mem
X-mem parity error
Power up diagnostic failure

4xXxX + 1 = File Number
The extended memory area is divided into 2, 4, 7, or 10 files
depending on 984 memory size. This register specifies which file is to
be used.
4xxxx + 2 = Start Address
Specifies the starting address (0 to 9999) in the file specified by the
previous register. 0 = first register, 9999 = 10,OOOth register.
4xxxx + 3 = Number of Registers to be Transferred per Scan
This register specifies the number of registers to be transferred per
scan. Range = 0 to 9999. 0 = 1 register, 9999 = 10,000 registers.
4xxxx + 4 = Offset
This is the running total of the number of registers which have been
transferred thus far.
4xxxx + 5 = Total Number of Registers to be Transferred
This register specifies the maximum number of registers to be
transferred when the block is powered. Range = 0 to 9999 (which
may span several scans).
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Extended Memory Write This function block copies a table of
holding (4XXXX) or input (3XXXX) registers to a table of GXXXX
registers located within the extended memory area of a 984.
Figure 9-52

Extended

Memory Write

CONTROL IN

0 - CLEAR OFFSET TO ZERO
1 - DO NOT CLEAR OFFSET

0 = ABORT ON ERROR
1 - DO NOT ABORT ON ERROR

1
I

fEiG
t- ACTl

4xXXx

ERROR

XMWT
00001

Block The top node is the source table and can be either:
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers or the
first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
Function

The middle node must be a holding register (4XXXX). This register is
the first in a table of 6 holding registers, which control the parameters
of the file transfer.
The bottom node contains the symbol XMWT, and the value 00001 is
automatically displayed when the block is programmed.
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the data transfer will
occur.
Middle: When powered, the offset value will not be cleared. When not
powered, the offset value will be cleared to zero before the instruction
is solved.
Bottom: When powered, the 984 will not automatically power down
when a parity diagnostic error is detected.
outputs

Top: Active. Passes power from the time the top input is initially
asserted, until the specified number of registers have been transferred.
Middle: Error. Passes power if the top input is powered and an error
is detected.
Bottom: Done. Passes power for one scan when all registers have
been transferred.
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Extended Memory Write
The middle node defines a table of 6
Node Register Usage
holding (4XXXX) registers as follows: 4XXXX = Status Word

Middle

Figure 9-53

Extended

Memory Write Bit Definition

Bit
0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
a
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

For First Middle Node Address

(Status Word), see page 9-74.

Definition
File parameter error
Starting address parameter error
Count parameter error
Offset parameter error
Max parameter error
Non-existent SRAM

Offset parameter too large on entry
File boundary crossed
Done
Busy
Non-existent x-mem
X-mem parity error
Power up diagnostic failure

4xxxx + 1 = File Number
The extended memory area is divided into 10 files. Each file has
10,000 registers. This register specifies which file (l-10) is to be used.
4xxxx + 2 = GXXXX Start Address
Specifies the starting address (0 to 9999) in the file specified by the
previous register. 0 = first register, 9999 = 10,OOOthregister.
4xxxx + 3 = Number of Registers to be Transferred per Scan
This register specifies the number of registers to be transferred per
scan. Range = 0 to 9999. 0 = 1 register, 9999 = 10,000 registers.
4xxxx + 4 = Offset
This is the running total of the number of registers which have been
transferred thus far. Termed “offset”.
4xxxx + 5 = Total Number of Registers to be Transferred
This register specifies the maximum number of registers to be
transferred when the block is powered. Range = 0 to 9999.
The bottom node contains the symbol XMWT, and the value 00001 is
automatically displayed when the block is programmed.
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Figure 9-54

Extended

Memory Read Example

40010

40300
XMRD

O()OOl

’

---_-_-__-_-_-_

--------------_

-_-_-_-_------_-_

--_(

I00011

--+

>00012
_(h
00013

In the figure above example, a block of 1400 GXXXX registers are
read in two scans (700 per scan) from extended memory. The block
starts at register 3000 in file three and is written to a block starting at
register 40300.
The control table, displayed in the figure below, begins at register
40010. The value in 40011, 0003, is the extended memory file
number. The value 3000 in register 40012 is the starting register in
the extended memory block that is read. The value 0700 in register
40013 is the number of registers transferred per scan. Register 40014
contains the offset count which changes throughout the function. The
value in register 40015, 1400, is the total number of registers being
transferred.
Coil 00011 is energized when the function block is active and coil
00013 is energized for one scan when the read is complete. Coil
00012 is used to indicate the error.
Figure 9-55

Control Table

40010 Status Word
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40011

piiq

40012

1 3000

40013

El

40014

I

40015

I

0700
0000
1400

1

Figure 9-56

Extended

Memory Write Network Example

41000

--_(I00001

40100

++

XMWT
00001

00002
'

In the example above, a block of 1000 4XXXX registers is written in
one scan to extended memory. The block starts at register 41000 and
is written to a block starting at register 2000 in file two.
The control table, displayed in the figure below, begins at register
40100. The value in register 40101, 0002, is the extended memory file
number, The value 2000 in register 40102 is the location in extended
memory that the block of registers is written to. The value 1000 in
register 40103 is the number of registers transferred per scan.
Register 40104 contains the offset count which changes throughout
the function. The value 1000 in register 40105 is the total number of
registers being transferred.
Coil 00001 is energized when the function block is active and coil
00003 is energized for one scan when the write is complete. Coil
00002 is used to indicate an error.

Figure 9-57

Control Table

40100 Status Word
0002 1

40101

1

40102

El 2000

40103

El

40104

I

I

I

I

1 0000

1

I

I

I

40105

1
I

1

1000 1
1
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Extended Memory Status Word Format
Bit 0 -- File Parameter Error
The second register in the control block (4XXXX + 1) contains an
illegal value for the number of files. Legal values range from 1 to 10.
Bit 1 -- Starting Address Parameter Error
The third register in the control block (4XXXX + 2) contains an illegal
value for the starting address. Legal values range from 0 to 9999
except in the last file. The legal values for the last file number and its
last address are:

984
48K
64K
96K
l28K

XMFM Si7e
16K
32K
64K
96K

JLa&HJ.e
2
4
7
10

Last
6383
2767
5535
8403

Bit 2 -- Count Parameter Error
The fourth register in the control block (4XXXX + 3) contains an illegal
value. Valid count values range from 0 to 9999.
Bit 3 -- Offset Parameter Error
The fifth register in the control block (4XXXX + 4) contains an illegal
value. Valid offset values range from 0 to 9999.
Bit 4 -- Maximum Register Parameter Error
The sixth register in the control block (4XXXX + 5) contains an illegal
value. Valid maximum register values range from 0 to 9999.
Bit 5 -- Not Used.
Bit 6 -- Non-existent State RAM
This bit is set when the 4XXXX or 3XXXX register, specified in the
node as source or destination, plus the maximum number of registers
to transfer will exceed the last 3XXXX or 4XXXX register available in
the 984 machine configuration.The bit is set the first time the node is
active even in the multiple scan mode. This bit is set even if the
actual transfer that would cause the error occurs in the latter scan.
No data is transferred as long as the condition exists.
Bit 7 -- Not Used.
Bit 8 -- Not Used.
Bit 9 -- Offset Parameter Too Large On Entry
If you are in the do-not-clear-offsetmode upon entering the node and
the offset value is equal to or greater than the maximum number of
registers to be transferred, this bit is set. No data transfer is
performed.
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Bit 10 -- File Boundary Crossed
This bit is set during the scan that results in data being transferred to
to or from extended memory and the address crosses a file boundary.
On single scan transfers it is set for the scan that the node is active
and the file crossing occurs. During multiple scan transfers the bit is
set during the scan that the transfer occurs and remains on for all
transfers to the upper file. The file number in the control block is not
changed.
Bit 11 -- Done
This bit is set when a transfer is complete even if a parity error was
detected during the transfer.
Bit 12 -- Busy
This bit is set on multiple scan transfers, when the scan node is
active and the transfer is not complete. The busy bit is not set if all
validation checks have not been successful.
Bit 13 -- Non-existent XMEM
This bit is set if the read/write data transfer will reference a register
address that does not exist in the current configuration,On a single
scan transfer, if the sum of the starting address and the count
references a register address that does not exist in the current
configuration,the bit is set. On multiple scan transfers, if the sum of
the starting address and the maximum number of registers to be
transferred references a value outside the configuration,the bit is set.
The setting of the bit inhibits data transfer even if the transfer to or
from the non-existent registers will not occur during the current scan.
Bit 14 -- XMEM Parity Error
This bit is set when the logic detects a parity error when attempting to
read an extended memory location.
Bit 15 -- Power-up Diagnostic Failure
This bit is set when the node is active and an error was previously
detected during the extended memory power-up diagnostic.
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Subroutine Functions - Models 984 - x8x Only
Three additional DX subroutine nodes (JSR, RET, and LAB) are
included in the controller’s basic functionality. JSR is a Jump to
Subroutine command, RET is a RETurn from subroutine command,
and LAB is a LABel command that marks the entry point of a
subroutine network.
To use them, configure the system for one more segment than is
required for the user logic. Then, remove the last segment entry from
the segment scheduler’s order-of-solve table. All subroutines must be
built in the last segment of user logic.
The JSR logic element transfers execution to the IABel node. Then
the subroutine executes normally until one of the following conditions
is met:
1. An energized RET node,
2. An End of Logic node,
3. The next LAB node.
Subroutine nesting and ladder logic recursion are allowed, provided
the subroutine stack does not exceed 100. (Infinitely recursive
subroutine loops are broken at the 100th invocation. They will not
crash the user logic - although the watchdog timer could expire before
the 100th invocation.)
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Jump to Subroutine (JSR) The jump to subroutine function is a
two node block that conditionally jumps to the subroutine given by the
source parameter.
The JSR block can appear anywhere within the logic, even within a
subroutine (jump to a subroutine from within a subroutine). This is
known as nesting, or looping if a subroutine calls itself.

Figure 9-58

JSR Function Block

ENABLE

ONNNN
4xXxX

COPY OUT

JSR
NOT USED

1

ERROR (ON)

Source Node
The source node, or top node value, indicates to which subroutine to
jump, this node can be a constant or a single holding register value
between 1 and 255, inclusive.
Size
The size, or bottom node, must be a constant of one.
Inputs
The top input of the block, Enable, is used. When this input receives
power, logic solving will jump to the subroutine specified by the source
node value.
outputs
The top output is a copy of the Enable input. If the
receives power, this output will be energized. If the
not receive power, this output will be de-energized.
only energized after logic solving has returned from

Enable input
Enable input does
Note, this output is
the subroutine.

The bottom output, Error, is energized if the jump cannot be executed
for either of the following reasons: The label node of the target
subroutine does not exist, or the maximum subroutine nesting stack
level of 100 has been exceeded. In all other cases this output will be
Off.
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Label (LAB)
The Label function is a one node block that is used to
label the starting point of a subroutine. The label block also functions
as a default return for the subroutine in the preceeding networks.
This function must be programmed in row 1, column 1 of a network in
the last segment.

Figure 9-59

LAB Function Block

Size

The Label size value assigns a number to the following subroutine
and must be a constant between 1 and 255, inclusive. This means the
user can create up to 255 different subroutines. Each label function
must have a unique number. If multiple networks in the last segment
have the same label value, the network with the lower number is used
as the starting point for that subroutine.
Input

There is only one input to the label block. This input is the Enable
and is always on since the block must be programmed in row 1,
column 1.
output

The only output of this block is the Error output. This output will be
turned on if the return from this subroutine cannot be executed
because the subroutine stack is empty. In all other cases this output is
Off.

Return (RET) The return function is a one node block that is used
to conditionally return logic execution to the node immediately
following the most recently executed JSR instruction.This node only
has effect if it is placed in a network in the last segment.
If a subroutine does not contain a RET instruction,either the next LAB
instructionor the end of logic, which ever comes first, will act as a
default return.
Figure 980

RET Function Block

ENABLE

RET
1

ERROR (ON)

Size

The size must be a constant of one.
Input
The Enable input, when energized, returns logic execution to the node
immediately followingthe most recently executed JSR.
output
The Error output is turned on only if the return function cannot be
executed because the subroutine stack is already empty.
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S&routine Ladder Logic Example The figure below is a simple
ladder logic example of looping. Although the counter preset is 500, it
will only count to 50 because the subroutine stack is limited to 100;
100 scans equals 50 counts. Note that segment three has been
removed from the segment scheduler.

Figure g-61

Subroutine

Looping Example

Each scan, contacts 00001 oscillates, causing the counter to be incremented by one every other scan. If 40001 is less than 500
(bottom output on), jump to beginning of subroutine number 1 (again). When 40001 equals 500, (top output on) return to main logic.
However, 40001 will never equal 500, because the subroutine stack is limited to 100 which energizes the error output.

r

SEGMENT
DROPS:
TABLE

CONTROL

SCHEDULER

02
IN

SEGMENTS:
SEGMENT

#

DROP INPUT

DROP OUTPUT

01

CONTINUOUS

01

01

01

02

CONTINUOUS

02

02

02

NETWORK:

XXXXX

SEGMENT:

WHEN

001

10001 TRANSITIONS

JUMP TO SUBROUTINE

NETWORK:

XXXXX

SEGMENT:

FROM OFF TO ON,

NUMBER

ONE.

003

0

+\I
00001

00001
RET
-

00500
UCTR

00001

40001
00001

-

JSR
00001
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Data Transfer (DX) Matrix Functions Overview
DX Matrix Functions
A matrix is a sequence of data bits formed by consecutive 16 bit
words derived from tables. The figure below depicts the bit matrix
derived from 3 consecutive holding registers. Note the bit numbering
scheme.

Figure 962

Bit Matrix

HOLDING
REGISTER
TABLE

BIT MATRIX
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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11

12
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14

15

16

17
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20
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23

24
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29
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31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

Format
The figure below illustrates the general format of a data transfer matrix
function block. The block consumes 1 horizontal and 3 vertical nodes.
The bottom node within the block specifies the function and the matrix
length in 16 bit Words.
The top input is always the “control in” input and the top output is
always a copy of the “control in” input. This allows DX blocks to be
cascaded.
The top and middle nodes within the block, and all other inputs and
outputs vary with each function.
Figure 9-63

Matrix Function Block

CONTROL IN

xxxx

COPY OF CONTROL IN

xxxx

FUNCTION
LENGTH
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Length
Minimum table length is one (one 16 bit word or register). Maximum
table length is dependent on the DX function and on the controller
type (16 or 24 bit CPU). See figure below.
Figure 9-64

Table Lengths

Controller

Model

AND
--

OR

XOR

-COMP

100
100

100
100

100
100

100
100

16 Bit CPU
24 Bit CPU

-CMPR

MBIT

SENS

100
100

255
600

255
600

BROT

100
100

Pointer
The compare, bit modify, and bit sense functions utilize a pointer to
indicate which bit in the matrix is being operated on. A register used
to hold the pointer value for the bit modify or bit sense function may
be manipulated by other logic functions (timers, counters, arithmetic
operations, etc.).
Discrete Tables
Discrete references are used in groups of 16. The reference number
used is the first in the group; the other 15 references are implied.
Additionally, only reference numbers which appear in the “first of 16”
table may be used, e.g. 1, 17, 33 etc.
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This function logically “ands” each bit in a source matrix with
its corresponding bit in a second (destination) matrix, if both bits are a
“l”, the bit in the destination matrix will be set to a “1 I‘. if either or
both bits are a “0”, the bit in the destination matrix will be cleared to a
“0”. A truth table and function block are shown in the figures below.

AND

Figure 9-65

AND Truth Table

Bit 1
Source
0
0

1
1

Figure 9-99

Bit 1
Destination
Before Operation

Bit 1
Destination
After Operation

0

0

1
0
1

0
0
1

AND Function Block

CONTROL IN

OXXXX
1XXXX
3XXXX
4XXXX

COPY OF CONTROL IN

OXXXX
4xXXx
AND
MAX LENGTH
= 100

Function Block The top node is the data source and can be one of
the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 1XxXx reference number in a table of input references
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The middle node is the destination and can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The bottom node contains the symbol and a number specifying table
length. Maximum table length = 100 registers (maximum number of
bits in matrix = 1600)
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Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the AND function
is performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.

Figure 9-67

AND Network

Example

CONTROL
!$&GFI

40604

l

SOURCE MATRIX

AND
00002

40600=1111111100000000

40601 -1111111100000000

DESTINATION MATRIX BEFORE MOVE

I

40604-1111111111111111

40605-0000000000000000

DESTINATION MATRIX AFTER MOVE
40604=1111111100000000

40605=0000000000000000

I

Ne Work Description

In the figure above, whenever 10001 passes power, the bit matrix
formed by registers 40600 and 40601 will be = ANDed with the bit
matrix formed by registers 40604 and 40605. The result of this
operation will be copied into registers 40604 and 40605.

)
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WARNING The destination for this function can be a group of
outputs. This function will override any disabled coils within this
group without enabling them.

OR This function logically “OFIs” each bit in a source matrix with its
corresponding bit in a second (destination) matrix. If either or both bits
is a “l”, the bit in the destination matrix will be set to a “1 I‘. If both
bits are a “O”, the bit in the destination matrix will be cleared to a “0”.
A truth table and function block are shown in the figures below.

Figure 9-99

OR Truth Table

Bit 1
Source
0
0

1
1
Figure 9-99

Bit 1
Destination
Before Operation

Bit 1
Destination
After Operation

0

0

1
0
1

1
1
1

OR Function Block

oxxxx
CONTROL IN -

1xXxX

COPY OF CONTROL IN

:=
OXXXX

4XXXX
OR
MAX LENGTH
= 100

Function B/o&
the following:
the first OXXXX
the first 1XXXX
the first 3XXXX
the first 4XXXX

The top node is the data source and can be one of
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in

a
a
a
a

table
table
table
table

of
of
of
of

output references
input references
input registers
holding registers

The middle node is the destination and can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The bottom node contains the symbol OR and a number specifying
table length. Maximum table length = 100 (maximum number of bits in
matrix = 1600)
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Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the OR function is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
Figure 9-70

OR Network Example

CONTROL

ilk

40600

10001
40606

l

OR

SOURCEMATRIX
I

40600=1111111100000000

40601-1111111100000000

I

DESTlNATlONMATRlXEEFOREMOVE

00002

40606-1111111111111111

40607-0000000000000000

J

DESTINATIONMATRIXAFTERMOVE
I

40606-1111111111111111

40607-1111111100000000

1

Network Description
In the figure above, whenever 10001 passes power, the bit matrix
formed by registers 40600 and 40601 will be ORed with the bit matrix
formed by 40606 and 40607. The result of this operation will be
copied into registers 40606 and 40607.

l
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WARNING The destination for this function can be a group of
outputs. This function will override any disabled coils within this
group without enabling them.

l

CAUTION

PROGRAMMING

Outputs cannot be turned off with this function.

This function logically “XORs” each bit in a source
matrix with its correspondingbit in a second (destination) matrix. If
either bit is a “l”, the bit in the destination matrix will be set to a “I”. If
both bits are a “1” or a “O”, the bit in the destination matrix will be
cleared to a “0”. A truth table and function block are shown in the
figures below.
Exclusive

Figure 9-71

OR

Exclusive OR Truth Table

Bit 1
Destination

Bit 1
Source

s

0
0

1
1
Figure 9-72

Bit 1
Destination
After

0

0

1
0
1

1
1
0

XOR Function Block

0xXxX
1xXxX

CONTROL IN

3xXxX
4xXxX

-

COPY OF CONTROL IN

0xXxX

4XXXX
XOR

MAX LENGTH
= 100

Function

the
the
the
the
the

Block

following:
first OXXXX
first 1XXXX
first 3XXXX
first 4XXXX

The top node is the data source and can be one of
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in
reference number in

a
a
a
a

table
table
table
table

of
of
of
of

output references’
input references
input registers
holding registers

The middle node is the destination and can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The bottom node contains the symbol XOR and a number specifying
table length. Maximum table length = 100 (maximum number of bits in
matrix = 1600)
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Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the XOR function is
performed. A transitional contact should be used if single operations
are desired.
outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered.

Figure 9-73

XOR Network Example

SOURCEMATRIX
40600=1111111100000000

_I

00002

40601 -1111111100000000

DESTlNATlONMATRlXBEFOREMOVE

1
I

40606=1111111111111111

40609-0000000000000000

DESTINATIONMATRIXAFTERMOVE
40606-0000000011111111

40609-1111111100000000

I

Network Description
In the figure below, whenever 10001 passes
power, the bit matrix formed by registers 40600 and 40601 will be
exclusive ORed with the bit matrix formed by 40608 and 40609. The
result of this operation will be copied into registers 40608 and 40609.

l
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WARNING The destination for this function can be a group of
outputs. This function will override any disabled coils within this
group without enabling them.

Complement
This function copies the complemented or inverted bit
pattern (all “1 s‘ ” are replaced by “O’s”, all “O’s” are replaced by “1 s‘ ”)
of one matrix into a second matrix.

Figure 9-74

Complement Function Block

OXXXX
CONTROL IN

COPY OF CONTROL IN

1xXxX

3xXxX
4xXxX
OXXXX
4xXxX

COMP
MAX LENGTH
= 100

Function B/o&
the following:
the first OXXXX
the first 1XxXx
the first 3XXXX
the first 4XXXX

The top node is the data source and can be one of
reference
reference
reference
reference

number
number
number
number

in
in
in
in

a
a
a
a

table
table
table
table

of
of
of
of

output references
input references
input registers
holding registers

The middle node is the destination and can be one the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 4xxxx reference number in a table of holding registers
The bottom node contains the symbol COMP and number specifying
table length. Maximum table length = 100 (maximum number of bits in
matrix = 1600)

Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the complement
function is performed. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
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Figure 9-75

COMP Network Example

CONTROL

k-

40600

10001
40602

a

COMP

SOURCE MATRIX
I

406cO= 11111111ooooOooo

40601 - 11111111oooooooo
I

DESTINATION MATRIX BEFORE OPERATION

00002

l
I

40602-1111111111111111

40603-ooooooooooooOooo

I

DESTINATION MATRIX AFTER OPERATION
I

40602-0000000011111111

40603-0000000011111111

I

Description
In the figure above, whenever 10001 passes
power, the complement of the bit matrix formed by registers 40600
and 40601 will be copied into a second matrix formed by registers
40602 and 40603.

Network

)
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WARNING
The destination for this function can be a group of
outputs. This function will override any disabled coils within this
group without enabling them.

Compare
This function compares the bit pattern of one matrix
against the bit pattern of a second matrix for discrepancies.

Figure g-76

CMPR Function Block

CONTROL IN
CONTINUE
0 = COMPARE FROM LAST
MISCOMPARE DETECTED
1 = COMPARE FROM
BEGINNING OF TABLE

OXXXX
1XXXX
3XXXX
4XXXX

COPY OF CONTROL IN

MISCOMPARE
DETECTED

4XXXX

CMPR.
MAX LENGTH
=loo

STATE OF MISCOMPARED
BIT IN SOURCE MATRIX
IS A ONE

r

Function BIock
The top node is the
can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a
the first 1XXXX reference number in a
the first 3XXXX reference number in a
the first 4XXXX reference number in a

data source (matrix “A”) and
table
table
table
table

of
of
of
of

output references
input references
input registers
holding registers

The middle node must be a holding register (4XXXX). This register is
the pointer. It will display the miscompared bit number. The next
consecutive register (4XXXX +l) is the start of the table which the
source table will be compared against (matrix “8”).
The bottom node contains the symbol CMPR and a number specifying
table length. Maximum table length = 100 (maximum number of bits in
matrix = 1600).
Inputs
Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the compare
function is performed. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, the search for miscompares starts at the
beginning of the matrices. When not powered, the search for
miscompares starts with the next bit after the previous miscompare.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top input is powered.
Middle: Passes power when a miscompare is detected and the top

input is powered.
Bottom: Passes power if the miscompared bit = “1” in the source
(matrix “A”) and the top input is powered.
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Figure 9-77

CMPR Network Example

.“:
0 = COMPARE
FROM LAST
MISCOMPARE
DETECTED
1 - COMPARE
BEGINNING
OF TABLE
MATRIX “A”

MATRIX “B”
-0000000000000000

=ooOOooooooooooOO

-1000000000000001

=ooooooooooooOOOO

If 10002 is energized, then every scan the
Description
“Control In” node receives power, matrix “A” will be compared against
matrix “B”, which has all bits cleared to “0”. This comparison is done
bit-by-bit. If a bit in matrix “A” = a bit in matrix “B”, both “O’s” or both
“l’s”, then the next two bits are compared. In the network above, this
bit-by-bit comparison would continue until bit 17. At this point, because
the two bits are not the same (matrix “A” = 1, matrix “B” = “0”):
Network

Pointer register, 40622 = 17 (bit number in matrix)
Energize 00143 for one scan
Energize 00144 for one scan
Next compare at bit #l of matrices
If 10002 is de-energized, the 1st transition of 10001 will:
Pointer register, 40622 = 17 (bit number in matrix)
Energize 00143 for one scan
Energize 00144 for one scan
Next compare at Bit #18 of matrices
The 2nd transition of 10001:
Pointer register, 40623 = 32 (bit number in matrix)
Energize 00143 for one scan
Energize 00144 for one scan
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Bit Modify

Figure 9-78

The function alters a specific bit within a matrix.

MBIT Function Block

CONTROL

yg

IN

k

COPYOFCONTROL

IN

0 = CLEAR BIT
1 = SET BIT

I

I

INCREMENT POINTER
AFTER MODIFYING

Function Block
The top node is the pointer and can be one of the
following:
A decimal number ranging from 1 to 4080 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to
9600 in 24 bit CPU’s
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
The middle node can be one of the following:
The first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
The first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers
The bottom node contains the symbol MBIT and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 600 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs

Top: Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the bit modify
function is performed. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, the “control in” input will cause the bit number
specified in the top node to be set to a “1”
When not powered, the “control in” input will cause the bit number
specified in the top node to be cleared to a “0”
Bottom: When powered, and if the pointer is a holding register
(4XxXx),
the pointer will increment each scan the top input receives
power.
outputs

Top: Passes power when top Input is powered
Middle: Passes power when the top and middle inputs are present
Bottom: Error. Passes power if the pointer value is > the matrix size
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Figure 9-79

MBIT Network Example

0 = CLEAR
1 -SET BIT
INCREMENT
POINTER
AFTER
MODIFYING

J

1

POINTER
I

1

40640

I

2

3

4

5

I

I

1

~0000000000000000~

I

I

6

7

6

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

- BIT #
I

- 40641
I

0000000000000000

= 40642

17 16 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

- BIT #

Network Description
If register 40640 = 16, and 10002 is closed,
then, when 10001 transitionsfrom off to on, bit #16 in register 40641
would be set to a “1 I’, and coil 00146 would be energized for one
scan. Also, if 10003 had been closed the pointer value in register
40640 would have incremented to 17.

l
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WARNING The destination for this function can be a group of
outputs. This function will override any disabled coils within this
group without enabling them.

Bit Sense This function determines the sense, “1” or “O”, of a
specific bit within a matrix.

Figure 9-90

SENS Function Block

yg

CONTROLIN

I-

COPYOF~ONTR~LIN

0xXxX
1XXXX

I

30xXx
4xXxX
SENS

COPY OF BIT STATUS
I

RESETSPOINTER
TO ONE

B/o&
The top node is the pointer and can be one of the
following:
A decimal number ranging (1 to 4080 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9600 in
24 bit CPU’s)
An input register (3XxXx)
A holding register (4XXXX)
Function

The
The
The
The
The

middle node can be one of the following:
first OXXXX reference number in a table of
first 1XXXX reference number in a table of
first 3XXXX reference number in a table of
first 4XXXX reference number in a table of

output references
input references
input registers
holding registers

The bottom node contains the symbol SENS and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 600 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs

Top: Control in
Middle: When powered, and if the pointer is a holding register
(4xXxX), the pointer will increment each scan that the top input
receives power. If the pointer is incremented to the end of the table, it
will automatically reset to one and continue incrementing.
Bottom: When powered, and if the pointer is a holding register
(4XxXx), resets pointer value to 1. A transitional contact should be
used if a single reset is desired.
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outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered
Middle: Passes power if the bit number specified by the pointer value
_ II1 II
Bottom: Passes power if the pointer value is > the matrix size
If the middle node entry specifies coils, the controller erroneously
marks those coils as used, and prevents their proper use elsewhere in
the user program. If the coil reference is changed to a different coil
reference or a register reference, then the original coils are freed for
additional use.

Figure 9-91

Bit Sense Network Example

a

INCREMENT
AFTER
SENSE

*----------------

RESET
POINTER

*---------------

I

POINTER

r2iiz-l

1

2

3

4

5

STATE OF BIT
BEING SENSED
--(
)00145
ERROR:
POINTER
TOO LARGE
---(
)-

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

= BIT #

0000000100000000

= 40641

0000000000000000

= 40642

Network Description

In the figure above, if register 40630 = 8,
then, when 10001 transitions from off to on, coil 00145 will be on for
one scan.
If 10002 had been closed when the above operation was performed,
the pointer value in register would have incremented to 9.
If 10003 had been closed when the above operation was performed,
the pointer would have been reset to 1.
If 10002 and 10003 had been closed when the above operation was
performed, pointer would have been reset to 1, then incremented to 2.
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Bit Rotate/Shift
matrix.

Figure 9-92

This function rotates or shifts the bit pattern of a

BROT Function Block

CONTROL

IN

0 = SHIFT RIGHT
1 -SHIFT
LEFT

0 - SHIFT
1 = ROTATE

OXXXX
1xXxX
SXXXX
4XXXX
OXXXX
4XXXX

COPY OF CONTROL

IN

SENSE OF EXITING

BIT

BROT
MAX LENGTH
-100

Function BIock The top node can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
the first 1XXXX reference number in a table of input references
the first 3XXXX reference number in a table of input registers
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers.
The middle node can be one of the following:
the first OXXXX reference number in a table of output references
(counts as the one time coil can be used) or
the first 4XXXX reference number in a table of holding registers.
The bottom node contains the symbol BROT and a number specifying
table length. Maximum table length = 100 (maximum number of bits in
matrix = 1600).
Inputs
Top: Control In. Every scan this node is powered, the bit rotate
function is performed. A transitional contact should be used if single
operations are desired.
Middle: When powered, the Control In input will cause the entire
matrix to shift one bit to the left. When not powered, the Control In
input will cause the entire matrix to shift one bit to the right.
Bottom: When powered, the Control In input will cause a copy of the
exiting bit to be placed at the opposite end of the matrix. When not
powered, the Control In input will cause a “0” to be placed at the
opposite end of the matrix.
outputs
Top: Passes power when top input is powered
Middle: Passes power if the exiting bit is a “1 I’.
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Figure 9-93

BROT Network Example

CONTROL
IN

tZy=-t

RIGHT/

LEFT

p;j

:;;

t------------

(I00148

SHIFT/
ROTATE

I

I

0000000000000101

= BIT ROTATE RIGHT BEFORE “CONTROL IN”

1

I

I

I

I

1000000000000010
0100000000000001

I

= ABOVE AFTER “CONTROL IN”

ABOVE AFTER SECOND “CONTROL IN”

The first transition of 10001 will cause the bit
Network Description
pattern in register 40650 to shift one position to the right. Coil 00148
will be energized since the “exiting” bit will be a “1 I‘. 10003 is on
when the above operation was performed, the “exiting” bit has
“rotated” to the start of the matrix (bit 1 ). 10002 is off since 40650
register bits are shifting right.
The rotated result of a 16 bit word can be returned to the original
registers as in the example above or can be loaded into table of
outputs or output registers as shown in the middle node on the
preceding page.

*
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WARNING The destination for this function can be a table of
outputs (OXXXX). This function will override any disabled coils
within this table without enabling them.

Special Instructions
Skip Block The skip function allows networks to be bypassed and
not solved. It can be used to reduce scan time by not solving seldom
used program sequences (e.g. emergency stop) or to create
sub-routines.
Figure Q-84

SKP Function Block

CONTROL IN

ONNNN
3xXxX
4xXxX
SKP

Function Block Occupies one node, and contains the symbol SKP.
The number of networks to be skipped is specified here via the
assembly register and may be one of the following:
a decimal number ranging from 1 to 999 in 16 bit CPU’s or 1 to 9999
in 24 bit CPU’s
an input register (SXXXX)
a holding register (4XXXX)
Input
Control in. Every scan this node is powered, the skip function is
performed. This causes the remainder of the network containing the
skip block to be skipped (counts as one network skipped), and skips
additional networks until the total number of networks bypassed equals
the value specified in the function block.
Output

There is no output with this function.
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Figure 9-85

Skip Block Network Example

NETWORK 42

+-----------------_--0

RUNG 1

00193

10003
I-+

RUNG 7

NETWORK 43

t10002

---------------------

<
)
00116

I-+

In the figure above, when 10001 is closed the
Network Description
remainder of Network 42 and Network 43 will be skipped. The power
flow display for these networks will be invalid, and an information
message stating this will appear on the P190 screen.
Note that coil 00193 will still be controlled by contact 10003 since the
solution of coil 00193 occurs before the skip block. Coil 00116 will
remain in whatever state it was in when the Network 43 was skipped.
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Skip Block Notes

Important Application Notes

The number of networks skipped must include the network in which
the block is programmed.
If a value of zero is entered, the remainder of the logic within the
segment will be skipped.
Regardless of how many networks are programmed to be skipped, the
skip function cannot pass a segment boundary.
Logic within the network containing the skip block, but solved before it,
will continue to be solved.
Power flow on the P190 screen is invalid for skipped networks,
including the network containing the skip block, even though the logic
before it is solved. The message “power display invalid -- network
skipped” appears on the P190 screen to prevent misinterpretation of
the display.
Skips within skips are not allowed. The controller could stop.
A skip block programmed other than in the 7th rung could cause the
controller to stop.
)

)

WARNING
The skip block is the most dangerous instruction
Please note the following:
programmable controller.

in a

1. It is critical to remember that changes of inputs, which would
normally effect changes in control via the programmed logic, will not
occur if the logic associated with these inputs is skipped.
2. Outputs associated with skipped logic will remain frozen in their last
state.
3. Logic controlling safety interlocks, motors, and critical alarm
functions, should never be skipped. The results of skipping this type of
logic includes overriding safety interlocks, inability of an operator to
stop a motor or pump controlled by a hardwired stop button, and
ignoring and not reporting critical alarms.
4. Use of registers to control the number of networks skipped must be
carefully considered. The contents of a register can be changed by
MODBUS, the rap or the user program. This may result in
unintentionally skipping logic which must not be skipped or only skipping a portion of logic. In addition, later editing of the program could
result in someone using that register for other purposes.
5. If thumbwheel switches are used via a 30XxX input register to
control the number of networks skipped, the switches could be read
by the 984 while the operator is changing numbers. This could cause
results similar to those described in “4” above.
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ASCII Read Block This function block provides the ability to read
data from an ASCII device into the 984’s memory.
-Figure 9-96

Read Function Block

CONTROL IN

4XXXX

ACTIVE

PAUSE

4XXXX

ERROR

ABORT

READ
MAX LENGTH
- 2551999

DONE

Function BIock The top node must be a holding register (4XXXX).
This register is the first in a tabie of 7 holding registers which are
allocated per the followingfigure.

Figure 9-97

Explanation

of Top Node Table Usage

BITS O-5 = PORT NUMBER (l-32)
BITS 6-11 = DROP INTERFACE STATUS BITS
BITS 12-15 = HEX ERROR CODE
= MESSAGE NUMBER
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (# OF REGISTERS TO SATISFY FORMAT)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (# OF REGISTERS TRANSMITTED THUS FAR)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (STATUS OF SOLVE)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (UNASSIGNED)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (CHECKSUM OF REGISTERS 1-7)

The middle node must be a holding register (4xXxX). This register is
the first in a table of registers whose length is determined by the
value in the bottom node. The Variable data” in a message will be
written into this table. If, for example, the message was “please enter
password: AAAAAAAAA”, then the portion of the message which is
underlined would be termed “embedded text” and the 10 character
ASCII field, AAAAAAAAAA, would be termed “variable data field”.
Embedded text is stored in memory the same way that user logic is
stored, but the variable data must be entered via the ASCII input
device (e.g. terminal).
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The bottom node contains the symbol READ and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 999 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs
Top: Control in. The read function is activated when power to this
node transitionsfrom a low to a high state and if:
1, No other read or write block is active within the same segment
2. No ASCII device is communicatingwith the specified port
Once activated, power may be removed from this node, but the block
will remain activated for as many scans as necessary to complete the
message transaction. Only the abort and pause inputs can stop this
function.
Middle: Pause. When powered, deactivates the read function. This
allows another read or write block within the same segment to
become active. When power is removed, the read function will
continue from where it was interrupted if the port was not
communicated with. If the port was “talked to” the message will start
at the beginning.
Bottom: Abort. When powered:
1. Deaotivates the read function
2. The error (middle) output passes power for one scan
3. Load the upper byte of the register specified in the middle node
(e.g. 40661) with an error code 6, “user initiated abort”.
An abort requires that the “control in” be cycled from a low to a high
state to restart the read function.

Top: Active. Passes power when communicationsare established with
thQ specified port. Middle: Error. Passes power for one scan whenever
an error condition is detected. Loads the 10 most significant bits of the
register specified in the middle node with an error code.

Bottom: Done. Passes power for one scan when the read function is
successfullycompleted.
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This function block provides the ability to send a
message from the 984 to an ASCII device.

ASCII Write Block

Figure 9-88

WRIT Function Block

CONTROLIN

-1

iz

/--

4xXxX

PAUSE

ACTIVE

ERROR

I
ABORT

-1

.Gb

t-

DONE

Function Block The top node may be an input register (3xXxX), or
a holding register (4XXXX). This register is the first in a table of
holding registers whose length is determined by the value in the
bottom node. This table will contain the data required to fill in “variable
field data” in a message. if, for example, the message to be
generated was “Vessel # 1 Tern-t-e
is: 132”, then the portion of
message which is underlined would be termed “Embedded Text” and
the 3 digit Integer Field, 132, would be termed a “Variable Data Field”.
Embedded text is stored in memory the same way that user logic is
stored, but the variable data is loaded, typically via DX moves, into a
table of variable field data.
The middle node must be a holding register (4XxXx). This register is
the first in a table of 7 holding registers which are allocated per the
followingfigure.
Figure 9-89

rl

Explanation

40671
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of Middle Node Table Usage

BITS O-5 = PORT NUMBER (l-32)
BITS 6-11 = DROP INTERFACE STATUS BITS
BITS 12-15 = HEX ERROR CODE
= MESSAGE NUMBER
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (# OF REGISTERS TO SATISFY FORMAT)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (# OF REGISTERS TRANSMITTED THUS FAR)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (STATUS OF SOLVE)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (UNASSIGNED)
= RESERVED FOR 984 USE (CHECKSUM OF REGISTERS l-7)
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The bottom node contains the symbol WRIT and a number specifying
table length. Table length may range from:
1 to 255 in 16 bit controllers
1 to 999 in 24 bit controllers
Inputs

Top: Control in. The write function is activated when power to this
node transitions from a low to a high state and if:
1. No other read or write block is active within the same segment
2. No ASCII device is communicating with the specified port
Once activated, power may be removed from this node, but the block
will remain activated for as many scans as necessary to complete the
message transmission. Only the abort and pause inputs can stop this
function.
Middle: Pause. When powered, deactivates the write function. This
allows another read or write block within the same segment to
become active. When power is removed, the write function will
continue from where it was interrupted if the port was not
communicated with. If the port was “talked to” the message will start
at the beginning.
Bottom: Abort. When powered:
1. Deactivates the write function
2. The error (middle) output passes power for one scan
3. Loads the upper byte of the register specified in the middle node
(e.g. 40671) with an error code 6,“user initiated abort”.
An abort requires that the “control in” be cycled from a low to a high
state to restart the write function.
outputs

Top: Active. Passes power when communications are established with
the specified port.
Middle: Error. Passes power for one scan whenever an error condition
is detected. Loads the 10 most significant bits of the register specified
in the middle node with an error code.
Bottom: Done. Passes power for one scan when the write function is
successfully completed.
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Simple ASCII

Simple ASCII Overview
Used to input brief ASCII messages into the controller (9848 only) and
output messages to data terminal equipment (using a 984A or B).

Each messagecan be up to 62 charactersin length
Messagesare inputand outputthroughthe ASCII/DAPport
Messagesare storedin 4XXXX registers
A 4XXXX registercan store2 ASCII characters
A messageis enteredinto31 consecutive registers
The number of available 4XXXX registers determines how many
messages you can have
Flguri 94@

Summary of Rsgistor Assignments

PurPose
Status/Range
4XXXX + 1 MessageData
through
4XXXX + $1

Messagestatusand
Numberof characters
2 ASCII charactersper
register

Separatetables are configuredfor ASCII messageinputand output.
Multipleoutgoingmassagescan be storedIn tablesof 4XXXX holding
registers.Each messagecan be movedto the ASCII messagearea
when needed,usingBlockMove (BLKM)functions.
Incomingmessagescan be movedfrom the ASCII messagearea to
anothertable of 4XXXX regieterafor actionby the user program.This
frees the messlgs area for new messages,
DuringASCII input,the Status/Rangeregister’srange countis
incrementedas each pair of ASCII charactersis received.
DuringASCII output,tha Status/Rangereglster’arange countis
decrementsdas each pair of ASCII charactersis sent.
The 8tatuslRangeregister’8statusbit (moatsignificantbit) is set to 0
at the start of the operation.The ASCII devicemust malntainDTR
(Data TerminalReady),otherwisedata transferstopsand the status
bit is set to 1,
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Simple ASCII Configuration
Two things must be specified in the configurationtable of a 984A
when configuringfor simple ASCII: ASCII port parameters and ASCII
output range register. A third parameter, the ASCII input range
register, may be specified when using a 9848.
Port Parameters
Match the simple ASCII port parameters to those
of the data terminal equipment the 984 is transmittingto.
ASCII Input/Output Range Register Specify a 4XXXX register. The
system automatically reserves the next consecutive 31 registers for
holding up to 62 ASCII characters.
The figure below shows a configurationtable (for a 984A) specifying
register 40800 as the ASCII output range register; ASCII port
parameters of even parity, 1 stop bit, 8 data bits and 9600 baud.
)

Figure 9-91

Configuration

NOTE The remainder of this overview will demonstrate how to
output a message from a 984A.

Table (984A) ASCII Output Register Specified

964CONFlGURAJlON(16-BIJLOGJCWORD)
JOTALLOGIC:
CHANNELS:
#OF MODULES:

16611
OQO2
000

TOTAL MESSAGE WORDS:
NUMBER OF MESSAGES:
#OF RS232 PORTS:
TIME OF DAY CLOCK:
SIMPLE ASCII:

COILS:
INPUT REGS:

PORT 1:
PORT 2:
PORT 3:
SIMPLE ASCII:

NET:00000

MODE
-

PARIN
-

RTU
RTU
RJU

EVEN
EVEN
EVEN
RlEN

UNIT:001

SEG:OO

00000
00000
00
OOOOil
40600

BAlTERY COIL:
TIMER REG:

DISCRETE INPUTS:
HOLDING REGS:

00126
00010

STOP/DATA
2
2
2
1

6

00000
00000

00400

oocO3

BAUD RATE

DEVICE ADDR

DELAY

09600
09600
09600
09600

001
001
001

01
01
01

AVAIL:OOOOO USED:00000

DATE:021965

AR:00001
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Simple ASCII Screen
The next step is to use a programmer loaded with programming
software to go to the exit level. Once there, press CHG SCREEN
and select the software label key <ASCII REFERENCE>.
Enter the 4XXXX Register in the AR which is to be the first of 31
sequential registers for holding your output message. You can either
call up 1 group of 32 registers at a time by pressing <READ LINE> or
sequential groups of 32 by pressing <READ SCREEN>.
In the figure below register 40501 is entered in the AR and the
<READ SCREEN> is key pressed. Sixteen groups of 32 registers are
displayed. Note that the last group, starting with 40981, only contains
20 registers (40981 to 41000) -- not 32. That’s because the system
in this example is configured for 1000 4XXXX registers.
Figure 9-92

Sample SIMPLE ASCII Screen

SIMPLE ASCII SCREEN

MSG RANGE: 4080140831

CURRENT REF: 40501

CONTROL REG: 40800

40597 =
40829
40661
40693
40725
40757
40789

=
=
=

40821 =
40853 =
40917 =
40949 =
Afl9Rl=
NET:00000

UNIT:001

SEG:Ol

AVAIL:15612

USED:00000

TRACE:NONE

AR:40501

The <ISOLATE LINE> key allows you to highlight 1 particular group of
32 registers for easy reading. Press <RELEASE> to eliminate
highlighting.
The <CHANGE RANGE> key allows you to change the control
register without having to return to the configurationtable.
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Simple ASCII Message
To enter a message, position the cursor along the line which marks
the group of registers you wish to enter the message into. Type the
message in just like you would from the keyboard of a typewriter.
In the figure below, the message “Motor 7 up to speed” is entered
into registers 40501-40511. A carriage return and line feed precede
the message for formatting on the final printout.
Figure 9-93

Simple ASCII Screen - Sample Message Entered

MSG RANGE: 40801-40831

SIMPLE ASCII SCREEN

CURRENT: 40511

CONTROL REG: 40800
40501=

< * MOTOR

7 UP TO SPEED

40533 =
40565 =
40629 =
40693
40725
40757
40789

=
=
=
=

40853 =
40885 =
40917 =
40949 =
40981 =
NET100000

UNIT:001

SEG:Ol

AVAIL:15612

USED:00000

TRACE:NONE

AR:40501
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It is important to have an understanding of how the
Block Move
Block Move function works, since it is the primary means of outputting
messages. The figure below shows the Block Move function block.

Figure 9-94

Block Move Function Block

CONTROLS OPERATION

-

OXXXX
1XXXX
3xXxX
4xXxX
-----

_

TOP INPUT RECEIVES
POWER

OXXXX
4xXxX
----_
BLKM
OONNN

Top Node This is the source node. It can be one of the following
references: OXXXX, lXXXX, 3XXXX, or 4XXXX holding register. The
source is the first 16 bit word in a sequential table of 16 bit locations.
Middle Node This is the destination node. It can either be a OXXXX
or 4XXXX reference. The destination is the first 16 bit word in a
sequential table of 16 bit locations into which the source table is to be
moved. Source and destination tables are always the same size.
Bottom Node Contains a numerical value that specifies the table
length for both the source and destination. This constant can range
from 1 to 100 and indicates the number of 16 bit words in each table.
Controls the operation. When it receives power, the
source table is copied into the destination table.
Top Input

Top Output
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Passes power when the top input receives power.

The figure below demonstrates
Message Output Programming
how to output the message MOTOR 7 UP TO SPEED when contact
10001 goes passes power.

Figure 9-95

Sample Message Output Program

_____-

_____-s

.
--itt-

10001

40995

40501

40800

40801

BLKM
00001
I-----_

BLKM
00011
.---w-m

First Block Move The function of the first block move is to transfer
a value into the output range register representing l/2 the number of
characters in the message and consequently the numbers of registers
in the output range table to be loaded and output.
Top Node
Register 40995 holds the constant 11, representing l/2
the number of characters in the message. You, the user, must load a
constant of 11 into this register.
Middle Node
Register 40800 (control register) is the destination
register which will hold the contents of 40995.
Bottom Node Since the source is 1 4XXXX register (40995) and
the destination is 1 4XXXX register (40800), a table length of 1 is
entered.
NOTE If address 40500 had been used to hold the number of
characters in the message, instead of 40995, all of the registers
moved as a block would be contiguous. In that case, only a single
block move function would be necessary.
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Second Block Move The function of the second block move is to
transfer a group of 4XXXX registers containing the message into the
group of 4XXXX registers reserved for ASCII.
Register 40501 is the first register in the group of 4XXXX
Top Node
registers containing the message.
Register 40801 is the first register in the group of
Middle Node
4XXXX registers reserved for ASCII messages.
Bottom Node Since the source is a group of 11 4XXXX registers
(40501 - 40511) and the destination is a group of 11 4XXXX registers
(40801 - 40811), an 11 is entered.

Alternate Screen Display ASCII The figure below displays the
alternate screen and registers 40502 - 40511 in ASCII.
Figure 9-96

Alternate

Screen Display ASCII

40501 - +A
40502 - MO
40503 - TO
40504 - R
405057
40506UP
40507T
40508 - 0
40509 - SP
40510 - EE
40511 - D

ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII
ASCII

SET
NET:00000
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UNIT:001

SEG:Oi

AVAIL:1561 1

USED:00000

TRACEDONE

AR:40501

SEARCH

PROGRAMMING
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Editing

Function Blocks
Function blocks are used to program all instructions,except relays and
coils.
A function block is inserted into a program by entering the value
desired for the top node of the function block into the AR and
pressing the appropriate software label key. The function block
appears with the desired value in the top node, and question marks in
the other node(s), How to edit a function block is explained in the
table below.
Table 9-2

Editing a Function Block

Type of Edit

Instructions

To replace the question marks with
a value.

1. Position the cursor over the question marks.
2. Enter a value into the AR.
3. Press the ENTER key.

To change a value in a function
block.

1. Position the cursor over the value.
2. Enter the new value into the AR.
3. Press the ENTER key.

To change the type of function
block.

1. Position the cursor over any node of block.
2. Press the desired software label key.

To delete a function block.

1. Position the cursor over any node of the block.
2. Press the DELETE NODE key.

Networks
Once a whole or partial network has been entered, spacing changes
can be made. This section highlightsthe four types of changes. To
make changes in a network:
1. Ensure that the Memory Protect key on the P190 is OFF and that
Memory Protect on the 984 is OFF.
2. Display the network needing changes on the P190 screen.
3. Press the EXIT key.
4. Press the EDIT NETWORK software label key.
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The following software labels are displayed:

To return to the programmingsoftware keys (e.g., RELAYS, COILS,
etc.), press the CHG NODE (Change Node) key.
Expand Horizontal This software label key is used to create a
column in a network. When the key is pressed, the programming
elements at the cursor position, and below, above, and to the right of
the cursor, are moved one column to the right.
The logic in the figure below shows a network before pressing the
EXPAND HORIZONTAL software label key. The shaded area is the
cursor. The revised network is shown in the figure on the next page.
)

Figure 9-97

NOTE The cursor can be placed anywhere in the column to be
created. It does not have to be over an element. There must be a
blank column at, or to the right of, the cursor or the EXPAND
HORIZONTAL is not allowed.

Network Editing Example (Before Pressing EXPAND HORIZONTAL)
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Figure 9-99

Compress

Horizontal

Example (Possible

Result of EXPAND

HORIZONTAL)
/’

c

--_1

H
00104

00102

00102

--------;;,I,-

H

--

_----_-_*(

)-

00113

00106

Compress Horizontal The result of pressing this software label key
is the opposite of pressing EXPAND HORIZONTAL. When the key is
pressed, the column in which the cursor is located is deleted. The
logic in the figure above shows a network before pressing the
COMPRESS HORIZONTAL software label key. The revised network is
shown in the figure on the previous page.
)

NOTE COMPRESS HORIZONTAL is not allowed if the cursor is
located over a programmingelement or if the column to be deleted
contains a programmingelement.

Expand Vertical This software label key is used to create a row in
a network. When the key is pressed, the programmingelements at the
cursor position, and below, to the right, and to the left of the cursor,
are moved one row down.
The logic in the next figure shows a network before pressing the
EXPAND VERTICAL software label key. the revised network is shown
in the last figure on the next page.
)
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NOTE The cursor can be placed anywhere in the row to be created.
It does not have to be over an, element. Also, there must be a blank
row under the last row containing programmingelements or the
EXPAND VERTICAL is not allowed.

Figure 9-99

Expand Vertical

Network Example

I_---__------_()L t_.~
00111

----

-_(

I-

00113

Compress Vertical
The result of pressing this software label key is
the opposite of pressing EXPAND VERTICAL. When the key is
pressed, the row in which the cursor is located is deleted.

The logic in the figure below shows a network before pressing the
COMPRESS VERTICAL software label key. The revised network is
shown in the figure above.
)

Figure 9-100

Compress

NOTE
COMPRESS VERTICAL is not allowed if the cursor is placed
over a programmingelement or if the row to be deleted contains a
programmingelement.

Vertical (Possible

Result of EXPAND

VERTICAL)

__--------_(

I-

00113
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984 Optimize vs Run Modes
Run mode allows the user to :
Disable Coils/inputs
Edit ladder logic while ladder program is being scanned
View power flow
All other typical editing features
When in the Optimize mode, the user:
Cannot disable Coils (the controllerwill not start with any disabled points
present)
Can view power flow (984-X8X controlleronly; 984A, 9848, 984X can
not view power flow)
In Optimize mode, a 984A, 9848, 984X will have a marginally faster
scan time. In a 984-X8X, the scan time is appreciably faster when in
Optimize mode.
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Programming

Menu

Tree

984 Programmer Tape (Reset Level)
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